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EDITORIAL # 34
• According to the internet, nowadays the biggest source of information, it appe-

ars that last autumn many of the strongest European free climbers moved to Yosemite. Hence, some of the hardest routes in the world such as “Zodiac”, “Dihedral
Wall”, “Dawn Wall” have been repeated for the first time completely free.
The stories of these ascents, have told a lot to the public about the true difficulties
that these type of routes entail: the grade tells a lot but not everything.
A hard grade corresponds to a hard route, but to a lower grade does not necessarily
correspond to lesser difficulties. Many are the factors that make a route difficult,
pitches that on paper might appear as easy and accessible to anyone, in reality are
much more complicated on the wall than on the ground. Besides the complexity
of the moves, also the continuity of the route counts, the type of rock, the precariousness, the distance between protections and obviously the necessity to climb
each pitch in few tries.
But alpine style does not necessarily mean free climbing: it means moving in autonomy, isolation and light style. Aid climbing is also part of this and not only long
hours waiting at the belay, tangled ropes and badly protected pitches.
Many walls climbed in Alpine Style have required aid climbing; and if its true that
climbing was born free, its also thanks to technology and to the natural evolution
of gear that has been possible to progress on increasingly blank and steep walls
(and therefore more dangerous).
An example, to remain in the United States: the previous repetition of “Plastic
Surgery Disaster” by Marek Raganowicz a person able to remain even a month
straight on the wall in uncomfortable places like Trollveggen, Trango, Polar Sun
Spire. However, often the two disciplines are closely intertwined because many
routes are not exclusively aid climbed, while other routes are only possible to free
climb thanks to pin scars (holes left from placing and removing pitons) and fixed
gear. If we want to bring this argument to the extreme, we can ask ourselves if
putting line of bolts while “freeclimbing” is not just aid climbing in disguise. From
a purely sport climbing perspective clearly not, but if we look from a “leave no
trace perspective” yes. Nonetheless, considering there are an infinite amount of
perfectly safe activities is it right to completely eliminate risk from climbing?

Luca Schiera
Gruppo dei Ragni di Lecco
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CERRO
PIERGIORGIO
A 13 YEAR LONG BATTLE

by FEDERICO MAGNI

pictures by Gruppo dei Ragni della Grignetta
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■ That incredibily smooth blackboard almost 900m high
had become an obsession for the Maglioni Rossi “Red
sweaters”. The first time that Casimiro Ferrari, with Mariolino Conti saw the mountain it was 1993 and it took
another 15years and several generations of Alpinist from
the Ragni di Lecco group to honor the dream of Miro
through the ascent of this mountain.
The north-west wall of Cerro Piergiorgio is an immense
bigwall of overhanging Granite almost 900m high, facing the immense glacial mass of the Hielo Continental
and one of the first mountains to receive the storms that
arrive from the west. Casimiro's dream was to climb that
immense bigwall right through the middle.
The first attemps began in 1995, when Casimiro Ferrari
tried the route with Giuseppe “Det” Alippi and Mauro
Girardi. They managed to climb the first 350m with difficult and highly technical aid climbing. Det also tried to
use some cliffhangers but when a friend came out he
took a massive fall. Nonetheless they managed to reach
a high point 150 meters from a system of corners that
might lead to the summit. However also in that occasion the ice and the wind stopped them from continuing
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onward. In four weeks they managed to climb only five
or six days. Ten years after the project had taken shape,
at the base of the wall stood Mariolino Conti with Marco Vago, Alberto Marazzi, Daniele Bernasconi, Matteo
Piccardi and Serafino Ripamonti. But it was only in the
winter of 2007 and 2008 that progress seemed possibile among many difficulties and a big dose of adrenaline.
The attempt began in 2007 when the expedition of the
“Maglioni Rossi” left Lecco led by Ragni president Alberto Pirovano with Mario Conti, Daniele Bianchi, Cristian
Brenna, Giovanni Ongaro, Daniele Bernasconi, Daniele
Barlascina and Hervè Barmasse. Simone Pedeferri and
Adriano Selva aimed for the west pillar of Aguja Mermoz.
At the beginning of february it all seemed ready for a
decisive attack. “we used the days of mediocre weather

In opening: the great wall of the Cerro Piergiorgio. View from the base of the wall.
Below (on the left): Casimiro Ferrari and Giuseppe "Det" Alippi in 1995.
Below (on the right): Mario Conti in the tent, in the expedition of 2008.
On the right: Base camp, 2008.

to carry all the gear to the base of the wall. Today is rest
day. The weather does not allow us to begin the ascent
so the team returned to El Chalten to eat some Asado”
wrote Pirovano.
At the end of february the dream seemed even closer.
Giovanni Ongaro, Matteo Bernasconi, Hervè Barmasse
and Mario Conti found themselves at the bottom of the
chimney that cuts the upper part of the wall.
A challenge like those of the old days. With difficulties
of a real big wall but with the exposure and weather
that one can find only in Patagonia. Wives, fiancees and
families had to wait a little longer for the return of the
Ragni which was set for the 3rd of ;arch. “no chance,
cancel our flights we'll stay on the wall” was the message
send by the Maglioni Rossi after a quick descent from
their “eagle's nest”. That infamous place that for more
than a month had become their home. Retreating was almost impossible after they had begun their perverse game
on the giant wall of Cerro Piergiorgio one of the most

beautiful and compact granite mountains in the world.
Nobody had ever looked in that chimney that was now
a few meters above their heads and more than half way
on the mountain and cuts to the left. “if we get the right
conditions it will be a proper mixed climb if not will have
to stay on the left side. A section that we will have to climb
entirely on rock”, they told.
“When we got to the chimney the biggest difficulties will
be overcome” said Alberto Pirovano, whom in the meantime had returned from the expedition. The guys are
demonstrating an incredible will power, they did all they
could in order to get where they are now and climbed
the hardest section with mountain boots. For this reason
I believe their fight with the wall is a great adventure like
the old days. Such stubbornness!!
It seemed like the deal was sealed, but again the Patagonian weather decided for everyone and the Alpinist from
Lecco had to renounce and retreat for good with empty
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hands. On the wall they left most of the gear. Luckily the
following winter the Rocca family continued to support
the project. Again from Lecco a team of Alpinist led
by Mariolino Conti departed for Patagonia. It was the
10th of january 2007. The Maglioni Rossi wanted to try
again, even more motivated and counting on the energies and experience of Giovanni Ongaro, Hervè Barmasse and Cristian Brenna. Mariolino Conti a member
of the first expedition whom ten years before had firstly
attempted this immense bigwall with Casimiro Ferrari
returned again to support the expedition. Matteo Bernasconi could not join the expedition this time. At the
beginning of February everything seemed to go smoothly
but the wall again repelled this attack. This time with
an ugly accident that could have ended badly: a cornice
of ice suddenly collapsed while the three Alpinist were

getting ready to bivy. Giovanni Ongaro was hit on his
hands causing him several fractures. What happened next
is legendary as Cristian Brenna and Hervè Barmasse helped Giovanni in the descent unable to use his hands. The
two alpinist lowered their partner for 600 meters to the
base of the wall. “Gio like usual was extremely courageous” stated Barmasse. “He never complained about
the pain, tossed around on the wall without being able
to help himself ”. When Mariolino Conti reached them
at the base the team reached Fraile and then El Chalten:
a 25km hike without sleeping. In the subsequent hours
Ongaro was transported to El Chalten 200km away to
be treated. “We got lucky because the collapse was substantial and hit Ongaro on his hands rather than on the
head” explained Alberto Pirovano “it all happened while
the three where in the chimney, considered to be the crux
of the whole ascent”

On the left: Giovanni Ongaro climbing on the cracks of the central part of the wall.
Below: on the balay station in the middle of the north-west wall.

The accident happened before the bivy that was supposed to precede the summit day. “we used the fixed ropes
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that we had left on the wall” explains Ongaro “We started from a good point, more or less three quarters up the
wall. We were all doing well and knew that the weather
would be fine for a couple of days. But then we got unlucky and I got badly injured by this accident, but after
all it could have been much worse. We had surmounted
the hardest part of the wall, I was leading, when all of a
sudden I heard a loud noise, I turned my head and I saw
a cornice of ice falling towards me. It was falling directly
from the summit ridge, I believe because of the warm
temperatures of that period. I pushed myself as much as
possible against the rock, but a large piece, luckily not the
largest one, hit my hands, at the beginning I did not feel a
thing but then my hands began to swell. We immediately
began to organize a retreat through the 600m of vertical
wall that separated us from the base. It was difficult and
humbling. Once we reached the base we had to traverse
the glacier with all its hidden dangers.”

The Ragni announced “Finally we managed to put the
word end to this adventure”. The curse that enveloped
the north west face of Cerro Piergiorgio in Patagonia was
lifted. Finally the mountaineering community in Lecco
received the news that for 13 years it had been waiting:
the Ragno Cristian Brenna and Hervè Barmasse from
Val D'aosta managed to accomplish the climb that for
many had become almost and obsession after so many
attempts and so much disappointment. It was a team victory shared also by the people that gave their contribution
to the success of the ascent in the previous years and by
Giovanni Ongaro whom had given a lot in that vertical hell. A victory for the indefatigable Mariolino Conti whom countless times – and stubborn like only some
mountaineers from Lecco can be – was at the base of
the mountain coordinating operations. A victory attained
in the name of Casimiro Ferrari, whom passed away in
2001. ■

It seemed like it was going to end again in defeat. That
wall would be archived as invincible and there would
have been no new attempts in years...but it did not go
that way. Despite the risks taken on Piergiorgio, Brenna and Barmasse still believed that they could end the
game. The two decided to return on the wall to finally
climb past that chimney that had stopped them already
the year before. They went back despite the regret not to
have Giovanni on their side whom more than anyone else
had worked so hard to give the Ragni group their so longed for success on this wall. “After some days of reflection
we decided to try again, we knew that without Giovanni it
would have been more difficult but we believed we could
still pull it off ”
wrote Cristian and Hervè before the last attempt.
Many in Lecco waited in bathed breath the attempt of
the two lonely alpinist on the west face of Cerro Piergiorgio 13 years after the first attempt. The two reached
their high point and managed to climb the chimney where Ongaro was injured and considered the crux of the
whole ascent. Nonetheless, Hervè and Brenna realized
that they were late and night was approaching fast. The
two reached the summit at 11pm on the 9th of February
2008 while Mariolino was looking from the base of the
wall after having accompanied Ongaro at the airport.

On the left: the wonderful views of mountain peaks and glaciers from Cerro
Piergiorgio.
Stile Alpino
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CERRO PIERGIORGIO. West Face and North-West
1. Via del Hermano. Hervé Barmasse and Christian Brenna, 2008.
The route of Ragni di Lecco. The result of 13 years of efforts and sacrifices, in a mixture of forces and of various generations, culminating in a victory that has
rewarded the persistence and perseverance. 6b+ / A3. 100 mt.

2. Tentativo Giordani. Maurizio Giordani and Gianluca Maspes, 1995.
Grandiouse attempt, planned by the famous climber who is Maurizio Giordani, choosing a direct line on the wall even when there were no more than attempts. VIII
and Ac. 850 mt.

3. Pepe Rayo. Mauro Girardi, Lorenzo Nadali, Pietro Dal Prà, Andrea Sarchi, 1996.
The route overcome directly the wall to the left of the central pillar, opened by a “dream team” of undoubted fame, both for the Patagonia that for the Alps.
7a and A3+. 600 mt.

4. Greenpeace. Mario Manica and Renzo Vettori, 1985.
One of the major routes of Patagonia, which force the wall at the left end, where it is higher. With the exception of some early part, the road is almost completely
clean climb. 6b and A0. 800 mt.
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YOSEMITE
SIX NIGHTS UNDER
EL CAPITAN
by ELEONORA DELNEVO
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■ Getting back to climbing after a year and a half of
absence, thinking about the organization of a big climb
and finding a way to ascend vertically.
I was impatient to begin this new journey that was going
to give me new days in the outdoor with friends with whom
I could again share my passion. Therefore Me, my friend
and climbing partner Diego Pezzoli and “senior “ Franco
Perlotto at the end of September departed for California.
For me it would the first time in Yosemite, the first time that
I'd try to do a bigwall and the first time I'll be aid climbing.
As soon as we arrived in Yosemite we spend the first days
wandering around the camp ground, moving from spot to
spot. It is difficult that camping grounds like the Upper
Pines allow the same spot two days in a row! We waited
for Angelo Angelilli to join us, he had the difficult task to
replace Andy Kirkpatrick whom was still busy with his own
crazy solitary endeavors.
With a new united group, we began to observe the wall
and the route that awaited us. During the breaks we get to
know the “village”where we got to meet interesting and
cordial characters, always with a good word on hand.
We were spending the nights at the camp fire in good
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company, close to a bumfire, cooking, drinking and joking
until late at night, it was really priceless. I felt like I could
start breathing again after my forced break. Just like Diego said, the Yosemite effect was kicking in!
While Diego and Angelo fixed the first pitches, I observed
them from the Meadow with the guys I met the morning
before. They were part of a team that was going to
accompany on the wall another disabled kid, Enock
Glidden. Nobody is bothered or discouraged by this
coincidence, on the contrary, everybody was enthusiastic
about it, we got to talk for a long time and set an
appointment to discuss the ascent in detail in order to
avoid bothering or slowing down each other on the wall.
After a couple of days, waiting for some rope parties to
advance on the route, it is finally my turn to get below the
“Zodiac”. We decided to get to the base the evening before
in order to start climbing as early as possible. Therefore

In opening: Lola Delnevo jumaring along the static rope (© arch. E.Delnevo).
Below: Angelo at the beginning of the fourth pitch (© Diego Pezzoli).
On the right: - a detail of Lola’s jumaring, view from the meadow (© Tom Evans).
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Diego, Angelo, Franco and my friend John - who arrived
to assist us from New Jersey and hang around for a couple
of days in the Valley. With the help of two guys from the
Enock team, Frank and Gary carried me on a stretcher
on the trail towards the base of the route. I could see
for the first time the Nose: certainly a little upside down
from the stretcher but I could finally see it and I certainly
enjoyed the view. We decided to bivy all together in a
nice spot between “Tangerine” and “Zodiac” with an
amazing view on the Cathedral group and the Valley.
The night is clear and full of stars I look forward to the
starry nights on the wall... How much I missed them! At
the base of the wall I slept soundly, my legs did not even
feel cold, as if the rock was warming them up.
The following morning we started again, sadly without
Franco, who during the night decided not to begin the
ascent due to his constant and growing back pain, which
forced him during the whole trip to take anti-inflammatory injections. As soon as the sunlights hit the wall and
the “Zodiac”, Angelo started to ascend the ropes fixed on
the first pitches. In the meantime I prepared myself with
the help of Diego. Nowadays getting ready takes a lot of
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time for me, I practically need to get into two harnesses,
a classical harness and a paragliding harness which helps
sustain the weight of my legs and evenly distributes my
weight. Moreover we have to prepare a system of pulleys
and locking devices which allows me to ascend by doing
pull-ups.
Yes, because without the use of my legs after my accident
I had to find a new way to ascend – I will not use the word
climb – a wall. Climbing for me is already a memory, it
had to become a memory because I wont be able to climb
a wall with the use of my arms, legs and feet by touching
holds, cracks or roofs anymore. Without a doubt I will
miss this contact with the rock. Now that I'm paralyzed
I decided to live again the feeling of being on the wall,
thanks to a friend that proposed me to go to Yosemite
at the end of my recovery: He kept his word to accompanying me a year and half after the mishap.

On the right (below): Lola ascending on the static rope (© Diego Pezzoli).
On the right (above): Angelo at the end of the traverse of the second pitch (© Diego
Pezzoli).
Below: Lola below El Capitan (© arch. E.Delnevo).
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Hence we began this vertical journey. I ascended the first
two pitches and reached Angelo, Diego arrived as well
but something unexpected happened during the hauling of our haulbags. Unfortunately the pulleys that we
were using began to malfunction. As soon as they came
in contact with the rock the pulleys opened with the risk
of dropping the haulbags, which were quite heavy. After some reasoning we decided it was not the case to risk
hauling in such a way and the only option was to lower
them, which means descending back to the ground. This
problem forced us to another bivy at the base of El Capitan while the boys went back to town to get a trusted
old Pro-Traxtion. Therefore we chose – after a tiresome
day – to spend another night at the base of the wall. The
next day we rearranged the tasks of each member of the
team and prepared a new strategy. In order to be lighter
we left on the ground a couple of gallons of water, some
extra food ration and the portaledge's double fly which
was quite heavy (with the thought that in case of bad weather we would all three get in the single portaledge!). Al
last we were psyched to try again!
We started again the next day and finally we got to the
third pitch where the ropes were fixed. Diego led the next
one, which goes as a slight traverse... this meant that in
order to ascend the static rope I had to make quite a pendulum. We were at it again, I felt so at ease, but when I
had to let myself go it took me almost three attempts to
initiate the swing and let myself go through the air! Angelo was also a little preoccupied for the responsibility of
this “Lower out”: I let myself go slowly but I got the feeling that my ascending device did not work; because I was
still sitting on the ledge, I grabbed it and I climbed back
up it, sat down for another check and went for it again....
same happened again. Happily at the third try I manage
to let go and what had impressed me so much was just a
little rope drag at the beginning of the lower out (what
has happened to my cool?). And I did the swing! I was
so concentrated that I did not even notice that people in
the meadow were shouting encouragements! Hence, I got
to the next belay and as soon as I got there, we started
hauling the haul-bags. Angelo followed cleaning the pitch
and joined us at the belay as it started to get dark. In the
last meters a Cam got stuck, we decided to retrieve it the
following morning as we had a long day behind our backs
and we only wanted to relax in our portaledges.
As soon as we got on the belay, we were almost ready for
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our first and so much longed for night on the wall. Because I was not used to it – the guys began to joke about the
stability of the portaledge -. We had a nice dinner with
salami and Cheese unfortunately without bread because
we forgot it! After some minutes the other climbers on
El Capitan began to shout UH UH UH which made me
laugh a lot. But they also infused me an incredible sense
of serenity in that situation, a sign of comradeship with
other climbers that just like us were ascending this amazing big wall. It was fantastic falling asleep meters above
the ground, far from everyone and everything, in silence
surrounded only by nature.
The next morning we cold hear the noise of others climbers beginning to move, us included. We continued onto
the fifth pitch. This time Angelo took the lead on a nice
line of rivets after a small but intimidating ledge: starting
the day with cams that come out of the crack is not the
best, but still half a sleep I was the only anxious one as
Angelo climbed solidly on what I thought would be the
longest pitch of the route, almost 50 meters. As soon as
we got to the belay we realized it was already past midday because the sun just got past Cathedral. When Diego
reached us at the belay we silently understood it would
not be possible to continue the ascent. We were are all too
slow. With a few words and smiles we decided to spend
the night on the portaledge and organize our descent the
following day. Without remorse, we believed it was the
right think to do for everyone, as Angelo stated what really matters “is not the summit, but the quality of the
journey” and we all agreed. We are all experts and we all
knew how we wanted to climb the route, this was not the
way. We had to be faster, smoother and better organized,
but next time we will aim to improve all these points.
The next morning we began descending and with three
rappels we got to the base. We arranged the gear and the
haul bags and decided to sleep again close to El Capitan.
Before nightfall the guys decided to start bringing some
of the gear down to the valley. While they were descending they met Paolo, one of the gentlemen that offered
to help me get back to the Valley. He arrived from San
Francisco and checked upon us from the Meadow while
we were on the route. I watch them descend and I wait
there by myself. I'm not angry, perhaps a little disappointed but the experience has been touching, getting back to
the rock has been an amazing experience.

While the others are on their way, a second gentlemen arrives. Niels, the following day he helped me getting back
to the valley carrying me on his shoulders the whole time
on the trail. We talk, he talks about the valley and his
friends, he brought me chocolate and whiskey, while we
wait for the others to come back. The following morning
he brings me Ethiopian coffee, and as good Italians we
quickly criticize it... luckily he also had a Moka pot and
real coffee. Yeah! We spend another nice hour all together, Me, Diego, Angelo, Paolo and Niels at the base of
“Zodiac”.
It is only a goodbye I believe, we are already set on returning. Therefore, GOODBYE EL CAP! And thank you for
these six nights spent under you walls.
I'm not sure I can explain why I wanted to go to Yosemite, but I will try. After last year's accident that left me
paralyzed from the waist down, the love of mountains
remained with me, it was part of my life, a very important
part, the part of my life that gave me moments in which
you feel so good with yourself and that give you a sense of satisfaction so strong that you feel that everything
will work in your favour. I was living my life so well, I

was truly living my Alpinism at the maximum. For me
Alpinism has always been a combination of passion and
love for the mountains – with the rocky and snowy views
and being in places that are seldom touched by people.
Alpinism is about entering a world of concentration,
tension and beauty that when you succeed in climbing
a mountain and think about where you are, how you got
there, you look around and automatically you get a big
smile on your face. The sense of comradship that comes out of an ascent, the small gestures and looks that
allow you to climb smoothly. The Sharing of bivouacs,
the early mornings, the heavy backpacks, the nights in
the mountain huts, the cold, and the scorching heat that
makes you only think about having a nice beer...for me
this is what makes Alpinism so special.
During my recovery, I kept on thinking about what had
become impossible for me to do, the effort it would take
just to get to the base of route in winter and these thoughts
made me feel like I was going crazy. But in reality I was
facing much bigger problems. I faced problems related to
Below: the first pitch of Zodiac; Angelo remove the material used by Diego (© arch.
E.Delnevo).
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the trauma and paralysis that I did not even know existed.
I'm not sure what happened, but from the beginning I
was already thinking about trying to recover as much
as they said I could. It was all a big effort to get better
physically and personally.
In the meantime she was there, my mountain. It is hard
to find the right words, in a way I always had the feeling
that for someone who is not a climber it is very difficult
to the grasp the beauty and how addictive it is being
in the mountains touching the rock. Some climbers ask
themselves why I accepted Diego and Gibe's offer to go
to Yosemite . My answer is that I do not want to loose
that feeling of being away with my dearest friends and
breath that air of climbing in the outdoors. It is what is
left of this great passion that I've lost and that I find so
hard to let go.
Nature has been hard with me, that unexpected collapse,
I can not explain the reason, but maybe there was no
reason, only destiny. Many times I've thought that the alternative to being paralyzed, was to die. I know, it is an
extreme thought, but can any Alpinist even try to think
that he wont ever be able to get up a trail, a ledge, a
rockclimb, a gully an icefall? What is left of your passion
that made you feel so alive until yesterday? It is terrible. I
try to fill the void, but nothing seems to be up to what the
mountains have given me. It does not mean I'm going to
give up, I'm alive and I have to enjoy it as much as I was
before my accident. It is hard, it is terribly heavy when
I'm alone at home and I have to take stock of the situation. I do not have any mobility in my legs, I do not have
any feeling from the waist down I have problems with my
organs and muscles. It is damn hard, but when I leave the
house something clicks, something that makes me work,
find another sport that keeps me in contact with nature,
seek my old partners and new friends that are created on
the way and that helped me and supported me. Yes, at
the end I believe that if I've reacted in this way it is also
because of the hard lessons I've learned in the mountains.
Never give up and always look forward, try to live and
find again my passions.

Gianola for the support, to my family, to all the supporters
of the Loli Back to the Top group, to Vanessa François,
Andy Kirkpatrick and Karen Darke for the support and
advice on planning the ascent. ■

Thanks to: Diego and Gibe for the idea to take me to Yosemite, to all Gianni's and Team Orobic Line, to Marco

On the left: a detail of Zodiac Wall, El Capitan (© arch. E.Delnevo).
On the right: the expedition team; a detail from the top of the first pitch of Zodiac;
the climbers bivouac on portaledge (© arch. E.Delnevo).
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GRANDES JORASSES
THE DIAMOND RIDGE
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The First Ascent of Diamond Ridge
on the Grandes Jorasses
28-30 July, 2016

■ DISCOVERING THE LINE
by Simon Richardson
LThe story started ten years ago when Luca Signorelli
contacted me about the Gervasutti Route for his book
describing the history of the Grandes Jorasses. I was happy to help out, and delighted that the ascent of the East
Face that Nick Kekus and I made in 1982 would get a
tiny mention in the book. But it started me thinking that
it would be good to climb a route on the Grandes Jorasses
that I could call my own. I’d already been fortunate to do
new routes on the Mont Blanc and the Aiguille Verte, so
a new line on the Jorasses would complete the set!
I knew that the North Face was not going to yield
anything novel so it was natural to turn to the Italian side.
Initially, I dismissed the Tronchey Wall due to its reputation for stone fall and a difficult glacier approach. The
East Face is the most beautiful aspect of the mountain,
but it has had quite a lot of attention in recent years,
and realistically, any remaining lines would be extremely
difficult. So back home in Scotland, I spent a long time
(over several years) studying photos of the South Face.
There is unclimbed ground, but in general the lines look
threatened by stonefall and not very continuous. Then
by chance I spotted a spur (that we later called Diamond
Ridge) bordering the right flank of the Tronchey Wall
on the South-South-East Face. It was such a prominent
structural feature that I couldn’t believe it had not been
climbed before.
Then in 2010, the Italian-French team climbed the line
of Plein Sud in the great couloir splitting the SouthSouth-East Face. This really excited me, but better still,
the topos of the Tronchey Wall that were later published
in magazines and on the Internet showed right-flanking
ridge was unclimbed. I could scarcely believe it!
So, I set myself the target of climbing the Diamond Ridge, but a few things concerned me. The first was how
to access the ridge itself ? It starts from the Pra Sec gla-

On the left: a detail of the beautiful rock of the ridge (©Simon Richardson).
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cier and appears undercut at its base. The obvious way
is to bypass this by climbing the lower part of the Punta
Grassi spur to the right and traversing left to gain the
ridge. The problem with this is that my photos showed
it threatened by a hanging icefall (the west branch of the
Tronchey glacier), and it looked objectively dangerous.
The safest option seemed to be climb to the summit of
Punta Grassi itself and then traverse across the Tronchey
glacier to gain the ridge. This was not as elegant, and lost
even more of its appeal when Tony Penning ascended
the previously unclimbed summit of Punta Grassi (three
times!). And then photos of the Tronchey glacier made
it look very crevassed, so I wasn’t sure how feasible the
crossing would be.
The second issue was that the climb was not independent all the way to the summit and would join the Tronchey Ridge at the Second Tower. I did wonder whether it
would be possible to find an alternative finish, but I knew
that this would be technically very difficult and it also appeared a bit contrived. In many ways Diamond Ridge is
the true line leading to the top of the Second Tronchey
Tower, and that’s where it logically finishes. This became
the biggest hurdle to attempting the route as self-doubt
crept in. Perhaps this is why Diamond Ridge hadn’t been
climbed before - it was not fully independent and therefore not a proper route? In the end I decided that I wanted
to climb the route anyway, regardless of the independence of the finish.
The final challenge was finding a climber willing to attempt the route. I mentioned it to several of my regular
partners, but for various reasons they declined. Then in
January 2016, Michael (Micha) Rinn and I climbed in
Scotland together during the BMC International Winter
Meet. We got on extremely well and agreed to visit the
Alps this summer and attempt the Diamond Ridge.

On the right: Michael Rinn during the second day of climbing along the “Diamond
Ridge” (©Simon Richardson). Next pages: the route of the Diamond Ridge (a sinistra)
and Simon Richardson on a mixed pitch during the second day (© Michael Rinn).
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THE ASCENT
by Micha Rinn
Before climbing our object of desire, we’d spent a full
week on the French side of the Mont Blanc Range. We
climbed long routes, and taken care of a proper acclimatisation schedule. When we finally arrived on the Italian
side of Grandes Jorasses in the charming Val Ferret, we
took a rest day and thoroughly explored the wall.
It is always worthwhile taking time to study a mountain’s
features and unravel its structure. And if a possible new
line is spotted, it immediately becomes all-too obvious,
and the need to climb it becomes paramount. Depending
on how the clouds moved, they put different areas of the
Diamond Ridge in shadow and highlighted the sunlit
spots, so that different areas of the route continually moved into focus. Gradually a pattern of climbing sections,
walls and cruxes became clear in our minds. Climbing
the spur of Punta Grassi instead of approaching the Diamond Ridge over the chaotic Pra Sec glacier turned out
to be an elegant solution, because the western flank of
the spur appears as a visual extension of the Diamond
Ridge itself, and a perfect addition in terms of the extra
climbing.
We planned three days for the ascent and next morning
we set off at first light. We were in one of the wildest
and most committing places in the Alps, and the anticipation of the upcoming adventure helped distract us
from the arduous three and a half hour approach. Due
to Simon’s positive experience with the rock on the east
side of nearby Mont Greuvetta, we secretly hoped to find
a similar quality on Diamond Ridge, and we were not
disappointed. The rock on Diamond Ridge consists of
exceptionally good granite with many natural features
and holds. Some pitches could almost be climbed with
your eyes shut – you just had to reach up and there would
be a hold! And above all, the line was logical, with good
varied climbing and safe from stonefall.
From time to time, parts of the Pra Sec glacier collapsed
which vindicated our decision to climb the Diamond
Ridge via Punta Grassi spur. It also turned out that the
west branch of the Tronchey Glacier had receded a little,
and crossing under it could be done quickly and simply
with a little bit of down climbing and without any rappelling. After ten hours of climbing, we reached two single
bivouac spots just beneath a prominent dark wall.

SURPRISE AT THE END OF THE DAY
The second day began with a technical climbing problem - a series of delicate open cracks in the nose of the
dark wall turned out to be the first crux and required
four points of aid. From here the route continued up the
western flank of the ridge, before crossing over the crest
via a distinctive overhanging crack. The First Tronchey
Tower was now in sight, and as we gained height slab
sections alternated with perfect hand cracks on near-vertical walls. We joined the Tronchey Ridge after 1200m
of independent climbing just below the Second Tower.
The area west of the tower was technically the most complex section of the entire route as it was characterised by
friction slabs that were alternately coated with snow and
ice. It was necessary to switch several times from climbing
shoes to mountain boots with crampons and vice versa.
After fifteen hours of climbing, dusk was falling and it
was time to find a suitable place for a bivouac. After our
cramped spot the night before, we climbed the last four
pitches up the Second Tronchey Tower with great expectations, as we hoped to find a comfortable ledge at its top.
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As I approached the stance it was clear to me that this
was not going to be the final effort of the day, as Simon
greeted me with the words “The belay anchor is not very
good, so please don’t fall.” To our surprise the seemingly
wide ledge turned out to be a 50-meter long delicate slab
traverse with a final ice gully at the end.
Optimistically I crossed the slab and placed a single nut
runner halfway. After that, the slab was too compact and
didn’t allow any further gear, and to make matters worse,
the ice at the end was too hard and steep to traverse with
climbing shoes. So I climbed back to discuss the problem
with Simon. With his encouraging words “Good Luck” I
set off for a second attempt. There was a small edge, just
ten meters before the ice gully, and by balancing carefully
I managed to change from climbing shoes to mountain
boots and put on my crampons. To top it all, while tying
the right boot, the laces ripped. I couldn’t believe that
this was happening… not now! Because of the impending darkness, I had no time to think what would happen
if I couldn’t traverse the slab with crampons. My right
leg was shaking as I moved across the slab to the ice gully,
and with great relief I drove my ice axe deep into the ice.

Done! On the other side of the gully, there was a solid
belay anchor and a small snowfield, which we expanded
into a bivouac site. After we settled into our bivouac sacks
– roped up and cuddling our mountain boots – we spent
a pleasant night stretched out and watching the stars.
We packed our equipment in the early morning hours
and climbed the last 300 vertical meters of the Tronchey
Ridge and reached the summit of Pointe Walker at midday.

THE AFTERMATH
by Simon Richardson
The descent went very smoothly. The glaciers were in
such good shape after a cold and snowy spring that we
could descend directly from Pointe Walker and safely
traverse under the Whymper serac. It started to snow,
and by the time we were descending the Rocher du Reposoir it was raining. We reached the Boccalate Hut at
17.00 to great welcome from guardians Franco Perlotto
and Roberta Cutri. They couldn't understand what we’d

climbed at first, but when we explained they immediately
contacted Luca and the CAI. Micha and I were treated
like kings that evening and we slept very soundly that
night!
By morning there was snow almost to the level of the hut,
and after a leisurely breakfast we walked down in the rain
to be met by Luca halfway up the trail. This in itself was
very special – we had corresponded for over ten years so
it was great to finally meet!
Luca was very excited about our ascent. “You have made
history,” he said. “This is only the fourth time the Tronchey Wall has been climbed, and each time by a separate route!” Until that point I hadn’t really considered our
route to be on the Tronchey Wall at all, and our achievement began to slowly sink in. Overall, it had been a
remarkable experience – the partnership with Micha, the
welcome from Franco and Roberta, and finally, completing the circle with Luca concluded a memorable four
days. ■
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COLORADO
Mixed climbing in the
Colorado's Vail ampitheater
ANGELIKA RAINER
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■ Colorado is an amazing state of the United States, perched among mountains it's the only one of the 50 states
that is completely above 1000m of altitude.
For two years in a row, always at the beginning of january
I've been traveling with my partner Marco to Colorado Not to ski in famous places such as Aspen or Beaver
Creek, but to climb ice and mixed. In 2015 our main
objective was to participate at the most famous ice climbing festival in world, Ouray. Here I managed to win the
mixed climbing competition, but that was not enough for
me, so before going to Ouray we stopped for a couple of
days in Ouray's ampitheater. Here only a year before an
American friend of ours – Will Mayo – opened some mixed routes which at the time represented the maximum
limit of the difficulty scale, that is M13 and M14-. After
the first climbs in this impressive natural amphitheater
of ice and rock, more or less 35 meters high and 100
meters wide, I felt a little bit tired: perhaps because of the
altitude as the crag is just above 2500m – but certainly
also because of the intensive training just completed before leaving unfortunately I did not manage to send my
projects. But the routes and the place bewitched me so
much that I decided on the spot to go back the following
year, and so it happened.
This year I went back with the stated intention to try
and repeat“ The Mustang“ M14-. This amazing route
starts on the historical icefall“Seventh Tentacle“ 20 meters high and graded W15 M6, climbed for the first time
in 1994 by Jeff Lowe, a pioneer of mixed climbing. At
the top one climbs a 20 meter completely horizontal roof,
that ends on a thin vertical ice line. In all the route is 45
meters long, hence it is easily possible to call it and endurance route.
During the first warm-up pitches I immediately felt much
better than the previous year, despite the temperatures
being around -20°, so much that the second day I managed to flash the route“ Reverse Stratofortress“, M12+,
which at that moment became the hardest route that I've
ever climbed in this style. “Stratofortress“ crosses half of
the roof and linked with another route“The Lightning“
completely climbs this amazing roof becoming“The Mustang“ M14-.

In opening: Angelika Rainer On the first part of the Great roof (© Jonathan White).
On the right: on the waterfall Seventh tentacle, which is the beginning of The
Mustang. (© Zach Mahone).
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During my fourth climbing day at Vail, the temperatures
started to improve, but heavy snowfall started to make
things a little more difficult, I immediately thought that
it might have been the right day to send the route. On
the first part on ice I climbed very fast, the ice screws got
in pretty easily and my hands were feeling well despite
the low temperatures of the place. Hence, after taking a
quick look at the long roof and a deep breath, I started
to climb this horizontal section to reach the end of the
roof, but literally the problem was just around the corner.
Sure enough the first quick draw on the vertical end of
the roof flipped almost completely blocking the rope! I
did not want to give up despite this problem, the tiredness
and the snow in the eyes I managed to keep my cool, So
despite an outburst of swear words I managed to send
The Mustang. Extremely Happy of this result, I took
my flight back home with my head already full of new
projects at home, but also with the great experience of
having climbed in such an amazing place and with this
great and satisfactory send in my pocket! ■
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ALPI
AID CLIMBING FULL HOUSE
CHASING THE SUN AMONG OUR VALLEYS
by FABIO ELLI

My best vacation is your worst nightmare.
JimBridwell
■ During some events dedicated to the presentation of my
book (and Diego Pezzoli's), Artificial Intelligence, some
people in the audience asked me why aid climbing has
never taken hold in our valleys and in the spirit of our
climbers. In reality I never thought about this issue before
that, I always thought about the situation as a matter of
fact: there is not interest in it.
However, the more I found myself practicing this style
of climbing, the more I found it strange: it is so funny–
as much as alpinism can be funny – but also fascinating
and fulfilling. The only answer I could find was that only
few people took the effort to really try it out and dedicate
it some time. Like anything new, it necessitates humility,
you have to start again from zero and it is not for everyone being a beginner again. I found my answer one night,
In a famous bookstore in Turin, and everything became
clear: we do not have El Capitan! It seems strange, but its
the truth. There is no bigwall in the Alps as beautiful and
hard that in order to be climbed requires all the necessary
skills of aid climbing. Here at home every wall can be
freeclimbed, a few require the finger strength of the 8th
degree, but most go free around the 7th grade. For people
like me that do not go beyond the 6th grade we still have
enough for the rest of our lives, without going mad about
not being able to climb the mountain of our dreams.
We do not have El Capitan. If it was here, perhaps in Val
di Mello or in Courmayeur or Ceresole Reale, you could
be sure that some mountain stores would be selling tons
of etriers and jumars and that in Cadarese there would
be many more people aid climbing rather than skinning
the back of their hands. El Capitan is unique in world,
a kilometer of vertical granite, almost always perfect,
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wounded by thousands of cracks of all sizes, perfectly
symmetrical corners that make up its thousands year old
skin, burned by the sun and polished by ice millions of
years ago. Everyone in the US, after having worn a pair
of climbing shoes dreams about hanging on it and breathing the wind that strokes the wall, to be one of those
lights on the wall that turist admire from the Meadow.
Or perhaps they wear climbing shoes just for this reason.
Ok, we do not need it, but how many things do we do
that we do not really need, that we spend time doing only
because we like doing it? In my case, almost all things that
make me happy. And despite my climbing partners do
not follow me or laugh behind my back, I spend some of
my weekends hanging in my etriers. It has given me some
of the biggest satisfactions of my life, unforgettable days
and a new vision of myself.
In this article I do not want to discuss about the Alpinistic completeness offered by knowing how to manage this
type of climbing, not even about the techniques involved,
the gear and tricks of the trade. I spent two years writing
a book on all this and it has made me immensely happy to
receive enthusiastic comments of the people that trusted
me and discovered a new world. In this article I write to
tell you that if you want to try out the feeling of being
again beginners, if you want to discover why if I like this
sport so much you might also like it and you can do it
without moving to California. It is possible to find many

On the right: Luca Schiera on the second pitch of “The Smasher” A3 +, Small Caporal,
Orco Valley (© Fabio Elli).
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aid routes to begin, with and improve and get scared, you
just need to get in the car a drive a couple of hours in the
Alps from East to West chasing the sun.
Let's begin with an aid climbing tour in the Sarca Valley,
setting up base camp in Arco di Treno or Riva del Garda.
We did not begin here by chance, it truly is the best place to start experimenting this type of discipline. Im not
saying it by chance, unfortunately I did not begin here. A
big thanks goes to mountain guide Diego Filippi, not only
for having compiled an encycolpedic guide to the valley
(and another dedicated to Aid climbing!) but mostly for
having opened tons of new routes many of which are
approachable by beginners of this discipline.
The first think to learn is the efficient use of etriers.
You can quickly learn to put your feet in them, but to
use them correctly and without doing any effort requires
more time. It is also useful not having anything else to
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think about. For example if the protection you are hanging on will come out as soon as I cough or If I'm going
to take a 10 meter whipper. Therefore, do not scorn the
more simple A1 routes, riding long lines of bolts on smooth overhanging faces, you are just learning and if you
like being on the wall you will come back down happy.
On the other hand but would you really have been happy
learning on Cliffs and Micronuts? Routes opened in this
style are many, they go through blank faces, overhangs
and plenty of roofs, where the climb is a pure exercise
of style and danger is limited to a basic knowledge of
climbing safety techniques. Moreover, you surely will not
find any queues at the base of the climbs and below most
roofs it will be dry even with the rain. Beside the “serial”
routes as Filippi calls them, there are others with a more
classic flavor, where the piton is still king and bad quality
rock its queen. In this case in addition to quickdraws, also
the hammer is necessary, a nice selection of pitons and a

couple of nuts. Sooner of later when you'll become lovers
of this place and of this new game and it will happen quite soon I would say you will turn you attention to Monte
Brento. The biggest overhang of the Alps, a gigantic parabola of limestone where in order to get to the summit
you will have to pass through 30 belays. “Vertigine” and
“Universo Giallo”are the names of two routes that will be
in you head every night before going to sleep: be certain
to be ready when you begin because the only exit is the
summit.
Let's hop on our virtual van, with a full tank of gasoline
and start driving towards west. Passing through Sarche or
down at the Ledro lake, and then up again in the Daone
Valley. It is not a long trip. If you find a lot of traffic getting into the valley you arrived in the wrong season. It is
winter and many hundred of iceclimbs have formed that
have made this valley famous in Italy. But if it is winter
and you were longing for your etriers you should have remained in Arco. If on the other hand its a nice september
and the tired leafs are leaving their trees you are in the
right place. Here you can not find the white limestone of
the sarca valley, only a extremely hard and grey granite
full of black knobs that you did not even thought existed.
The majority of the aid routes carries the signatures of
people the likes of Salvaterra and Rivadossi, without forgetting Righetti. Salvaterra found here the right place
to train for his patagonian adventures. Rivadossi on the
other hand, with a zen like motivation found the place to
discover the most hidden parts of the mind, to explore
this “bubble” well known to aid climbers that like to push
the boundaries a step further. Time stops, the world does
not exist anymore and it is reduced to a meter of rock and
a small metal climbing device. You can take a look from
the trail, but his route is barely visible “Morange” the first
A5 route in Italy, 200 meters that might never see a repetition. But on the “Scoglio di Boazzo” there are plenty
more aid routes, from the simple A1 with Fix, to A2 on
pitons to A3 on friends and A4 on bathooks. There are

On the left: Fabio on the balay on “Trasparenza Eolica” A2, a route open by Grassi at
the Sergent Wall, Orco Valley (© arch. F.Elli).
On the right : - Fabio solo on “Granite Fall Out” A3, Sasso Remenno (© arch. F.Elli).
In the following pages: Giorgio Tameni opens the fourth pitch of “Esperimenti
Artificiali” A2, Daone Valley (@ Cristina Francesco); Fabio on the route “Ali della
libellula” A2 / IV to Mandrera (Arco di Trento), a route open by Diego Filippi with
a lot of bolts that run across the great overhang of 70 meters high. Big empty and
many emotions without risking more than necessary (© arch. F.Elli).

In order to get to the third valley of our aid journey we
can enjoy the ride and rest a little. But as soon as we enter Val Masino we cannot but notice the biggest boulder
in Europe the “Sasso Remenno”. As the road avoids it
ones passes right next to his blank and smooth faces. This
crag is even more easy to access than the Scoglio, we are
well used to these short approaches.. but also the Nose
on El Capitan is only 5 minutes from the car. Here there
are plenty of routes on expansion bolts on dead vertical
slabs, bulging overhangs and horizontal roofs. But we can
also find some more modern routes where you need Copperheads, cliffs and plenty of self control. Below the big
roof by the road there is also an extreme route opened
by Gabor Berecz and repeated only once as far as we
know. It should have been graded A5 because a fall would
mean a certain groundfall but it is graded only A4+ as
you might survive the fall. It has been called the “route of
the people” but we the people will be happy to just look
from below searching for its features in vain. As you enter
Val di Mello it is impossibile not being fascinated by its
sentinel on the left, the “precipizio degli Asteroidi”. Here
Tivadar and Berecz opened a series of extremely hard
routes, that require both great aid climbing and freeclimbing skills. Nothing below A3+ and 5.11. hardcore challenges for anyone interested. For now they remain there,
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black lines on a guidebook and perhaps some sling dangling in the wind.
Also the gigantic bigwall of Qualido, our Italian El Capitan never managed to get in the dreams of the people
and spread the joys of aid climbing. Too few cracks and
too many edges. Too few the aid climbing routes on its
many sides, countless free climbing masterpieces. Further
on one can find the “Mongolfiera” with its “Vuoto senza
ritorno” and “Melloscrollo”. Certainly no queues on these routes. As we go further and leaving behind the mess
and the noise of the tourist of the valley floor the trail
begins to get steeper and to gain elevation.
The Val Torrone and Val Cameraccio host a great number of difficult aid routes, also 600 meter long bigwalls
that require many nights on the wall on the portaledge,
approaches five or six hour long and logistics that have to
be perfect in order to succeed.
I'm talking about bigwalls such as the Meridiana, the
Picco Darwin or the “Botte” guaranteed adventure more
than on El Capitan, a shame only a few mad man approach these routes.
Let's get back on the road, I love to get out of the MI-TO
and turn towards Ivrea and the Aosta Valley. I love the

big right turn. It is the turn were I abandon the Milanese
caos and I get close to home even if I live on the opposite
direction. As I arrive in Ceresole Reale, at the end of the
Valle dell'Orco, we risk still having some petrol left from
our start in Arco. This place is for me the Mecca of Aid
climbing, I love coming back each autumn and spring,
multicolored granite, clean routes...sun facing walls and
quick approaches. A vast choice of grades and fantastic
dinners in the huts and restaurants in the valley. From
aid climbing crags such as the “Dado” and the “Piccolo
Caporal” (which Im trying to give new life to in this period) there are bigger structures such as the Sergent and
the Caporal, our own local Louvre with masterpieces by
Grassiani Mochiniani, Mottani, Manachiniani, Folchiani, Rivani...the classic routes of the 70s and 80s can be
objectives for whom has trained a little in the previous
seasons. A “Rivoluzione” a “Crazyhorse” an “Itaca nel
sole” or “Mangas Coloradas” certainly deserve the trip
a hundred or a thousand times. If you train for a while.
Before getting on more modern routes, take some time to
practice on “Gnu Wave”, this will make you want to book
a flight to San Francisco and a bus to Yosemite the same
evening. The creations of Valerio Folco are very seldom
repeated,nobody has taken over his scepter. Only “BAT”
(see my article on Stile Alpino N.27) and “Supersonic”

have received a little bit of attention, but their grades are
modern and should not be confused with the classic routes of thirty years ago: great challenges for when you will
feel like a real American.
Aid climbing is the true art of Slowness, perhaps the slowest sport in the world. Therefore take your time to learn
and try again. “The mountain is always there, it does not
go away”
The sentence I hate the most is perhaps I'm in a hurry,
I'm not immortal and I have too many things to do... ■
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HOGGAR
IN THE SHADOWS OF THE SAHARA

text by CRISTINA ANDREI
pictures by Cristina Andrei, Valter Savio e Marco Schenone
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■ A phone call in a random autumn evening.
«Elvio do you want to come to Hoggar?»
«I can't, I'm going to Yosemite with my brother.»
«Ok. Bye.»
Two day later
«Elvio do you want to come to Hoggar, For free? We need
a third partner!»
«I CAN'T!»
«It's free...»
«Take Cri, she would be happy, she is perfect as a mule.»
«ok deal.»
*
And off we went, I only knew my climbing partners
from tales and legends in the same way as the Hoggar
and Garet el Djenoun, the mountains of the Gods enveloped by clouds and which according to local beliefs
were forbidden to climb on.
For me this is the first trip to Africa and will be there
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only for a week. Marco knows well this region and this
time he wants to repeat a mythical and beautiful line
opened in three days in 1967 by a small team of Spaniards. I read, re-read and copied the topo of the route
and I'm quite thrilled and fascinated by this amazing
and beautiful land in the south of Algeria inhabited by
Tuaregs. I only now this place from the books, such as
this amazing one by Frison-Roche, but I know that for
any trip what I'll discover through smells and colors will
leave a mark in my heart.... more than I can yet imagine.
We spend the the first night in Tamanrasset and at the
first light in the morning we began to load our 4x4 with
climbing gear and with the equipment and supplies we
needed to stay in the heart of the massif. The massif is a
small island in the middle of the desert. In town we also
go around the marketplace buying bread, vegetables,

In opening: the view at first bivy fire (© C.Andrei).
Below: Valter climbing on the second pitch (© C.Andrei).
On the right: in the second part of our climb along the North Spur (© C.Andrei).
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dates and a goat which piece by piece will go from the
roof of our 4x4 to our soups. The long journey could
begin. The ride took us a whole day, with a break to fill
our water tanks and another lunch break under the shade of some spiky trees in the desert. But finally at sunset
appeared in all its beauty our heavenly mountain. Such
a big emotion!
We prepared our backpacks carefully, calculating each
kilo of food and water for the two planned bivouacs. We
took the minimum amount of clothes for the cold nights
and no sleeping bags. A Powerdrill, two batteries and
some bolts because we intended to replace the old Burils used by the spanish first ascensionist to get through
some aid sections.
Majestic is also the night that surrounded us with an incredible amount of stars and silence, infinite is the happiness
with which I fall asleep on my mat among sand and stars.
We began our journey from the oasis at dawn, the
substantial breakfast had to sustain us during the long
approach through the Wadi and on the slopes of this
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mountain. We said goodbye to our two incredibly
helpful guides which we would meet again in two days
and off we went hopping from boulder to boulder under
the increasingly hot sun.
We got the base of the wall and finally our adventure began. It was Valter's turn to open the games. Me
and Marco followed but the heavy backpack seamed to
squash me against the ground. I got to the first anchor...
well only 16 still to go! The second pitch was scary an
immense 45 meter long chimney, Valter verbally assaulted the chimney and climbed it with any part of the
body he could use, I was so concentrated that he forgot
to use any protection. Marco in the meantime was running here and there on the ledge were two small pitons
were in inserted in a brittle crack and acted as our anchor. I started to fear that a fall of the leader would take
us all to the ground...in what kind of trouble did I get
myself into?? on the second and third pitch I had to
fight hard and long in order to drag the backpacks tied
to our tag line and that kept getting stuck. Finally we
got on the top of the first tower: a spectacular system of

terraces that look onto the desert, and were happy and
touched to be in this paradise.
Here in this kind of little cave with a floor made of sand
was the first bivy spot of the spaniards, after many years
there is still a tuna can from 1966 and a old green water
bottle. We'll stop here for the night! A billion star hotel!
The following day we continued our climb, always amazing, and so varied that it never got boring and kept
on delivering surprises. Perhaps because water was
diminishing (unfortunately not the bolts!) but our heavy backpacks appeared like they were getting more
tolerable...I felt like the luckiest person alive!
As the sun started to set it began to give the mountain and
our smiles a beautiful golden color. We finally reached
the immense summit plateau. We ate and looked without
success for a place sheltered from the wind to spend the
night. It would be a long and cold night, but luckly we

On the left: Valter along the artificial pitch.
below: friendship and happiness on the top.

managed to pass it with the usual amount of nonsense
talking produced by three more or less alpinist.
The third day, we were finishing all our water, the descent through the normal route is an again an amazing
adventure in a magnificent place. When we got to the
wadi with our tongs passing nervously on our lips and
our legs tired, we felt the the tiredness and the thirst
more than ever before. I was the slowest, but Valter kept
on checking on me once in a while. At the end we got to
the road track in the warmest moment of the day, soon
we could drink but our guides were not there yet, they
were probably in the shade....yes, but what about us?!
This is what we did: the fatalist doomster started to look
for 10cm of shade and started to suckle on the last pieces of ginger to find some distraction from the thirst in
its bitterness.
The agitated doomster started to run through the desert
without even leaving his backpack to return, still running,
he announced that there was no camp anymore, the car
and the camp were gone and we are all about to die. The
shade had disappeared as if it was sold to the devil, the el-
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der fatalist concluded that "it is a shame dying after such
a beautiful life" and we continued with the ginger.
Not really unexpectedly our smiling man from the desert arrived and took us in a few minutes to the camp
where a lavish but light meal awaited us. The Tuared
are the true wise people of this difficult place, we are
only unprepared visitors that had the luck to enjoy and
be surprised by all this splendor.
The following day we were again guests of this generous
people, we crossed another piece of desert to a settlement of nomads, here we got some more water from a
hole in the sand. We washed ourselves in a spot were the
water emerged in a small stream. It is the unforgettable
adventure of a crazy, stinky team, perhaps the worse
that has ever followed the footsteps of legendary alpinist on this holy mountain in the desert. ■

The imposing Garet El Djenoun (2230m) is to be found
in the Tefedest Massif in the Hoggar region of Algeria.
More than 300km north of Tamanrasset. For transports
and logistics it is necessary to contact local agencies. We
contacted L'agence de voyage Dider Mrizig AhmadouTato of Tamanrasset, tel 029 345984 cell 0665412424
email tatotam61@gmail.com. It is possible to find plenty of info about routes, logistics and guides on the book
by Thomas Dulac, Escalade au Sahara.

NORD RIDGE
450 m, 7a (6a A1)
Opened between 9 and 12 march 1967 by F. Abella, D.
Allegre, J.M. Anglada, F. Plana e J. Pons.
The approach times are about three hours, while the route has been climbed by us in two days with a bivy on
the first tower after 6 pitches and a second bivy on the
summit. The descend is done by the normal route with
some II° and two rappels.
The best period for a repetition of the route is winter,
between October and the end of March, keeping in mind
that the during the winter the days are shorter and the
night time temperatures can be really low. The in situ
gear consists of some old peg and some old Burils for
the aid sections. Two 50 meter ropes are necessary, 10
quickdraws, slings a series of camalots from 0,3 to 4 and
some pitons.
It is possibile to find a topo of the route on Arnaud Petit
book, "Parois de Lègende, le plus belles escalades au tour
du monde" and on "Escalade au Sahare" di Thomas
Dulac.
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■ In 1989 while I was faintly taking my first steps on rock
with a group of friends, on the other side of the world
two Americans Paul Piana and Tod Skinner were free
climbing the “Salathè Wall” in Yosemite, a route which
became a symbol for bigwall freeclimbing. In that period
my mind of young climber was learning from Marco
Vago a friend and partner in the vertical life. Marco was
without a doubt ahead of me, both as a climber and also
in his ideas. He had learned immediatly that freeclimbing was gaining a much bigger dimension if carried on
bigwalls and thought me the game.
The article on the newspaper “ALP” - back then news
was very limited – we had some sort of a vision: the two
americans were giving the news about their free ascent of
the “Salathè”. In that article they were telling how they
had to fight for that free ascent, in that irriverent, anti
comformist way but putting all the necessary effort to realize that 1000m high dream of vertical rock.
For the next five years I repeated countless routes, impro-
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ving exponentially myself, because I had learned how to
train and how to protect myself on the rock. I was feeling
that I was becoming a more complete climber and that
I was growing slowly in every field. Everything with one
goal in mind: big wall free climbing.
1996, Val Cameraccio,. A side Valley of Val di Mello.
A audiotape of the Clash that I enjoy to listen in the morning just slipped from my hands into my cup of tea. Pizza
looked at me a little perplexed (it was his tape). We were
having a good time in the bivy we had built, but outside
the weather was not that good. Nonetheless my objective
for the day was to free climb the route “il naufragio degli

In opening: along “Non sei più della mia banda” at Precipizio degli Asteroidi.
On the right: on the Meridiana del Torrone, along the artificial pitch.
Below: the great walls of Cameraccio, on the left the Peak Darwin, on the right the
Botte.
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argonauti” on Picco Darwin. A route I had already climbed twice in the previous weeks to clean and to try it. This
time however for me the game was not anymore to repeat
but to free climb it.
I had chosen this route because it was a symbol of the
generation that had preceded me, the “sassisti” generation. I remember that after reading the topo I understood that the route was mostly a crack climb and Paul
Piana had written in his article a sentence that I have
hatched in my mind “where they were able to put pitons we will put our hands to freeclimb”. Hence, that
morning immersed in the fog I managed to free the
crux pitch an overhanging crack 200 meters from the
ground. What I remember of that moment is the cer-

Below: climbing on “Joy Division”
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tainty to have brought high level free climbing in a wild
and remote place and only me and my partner lived
that moment. That battle on a far away wall satisfied me
completely it was what I wanted to do.
Picco Darwin. “Il naufragio degli argonauti”
12 pitches
7c - 350 metri

1999, Qualido. Alberto just took a 15 meter whipper, he
almost managed to reach the belay skipping the last protection. “This damn route on micro crystal is really a puzzle!!”. Every pitch is a fight and for this reason we named
every single pitch. This bigwall is different from those we
have faced so far, because it is mostly on slabs and much
more precarious than other routes! A line created by taking pitches of other routes to realize a connection that

would be both beautiful and challenging, yes I wanted to
create the “perfect line”.
I lower Alberto as it got dark, we call it a day and we
rappel back to the Bivouac Hotel Qualido.
I love this succession of moments or tranquility that you
live at the base of the wall (eat rest and sleep) and moments of hard fighting on the route when you give all
you have in order not to fall and succeed on the route.
What fascinates me about this style of climbing is that
not only climbing is required but you also have to work
at bringing many small details which allow you to free
climb a bigwall. Facing these challenges I have realized
that besides living a personal journey also the partnership with your team mate is fundamental: often emotions
are so strong and the adventures so intense that the relationship that comes out of such an ascent becomes very
deep. For this reason it is important to not underestimate
the choice of the person on your side so much that it
might determine the success of an ascent. It was during
this ascent that I had the first demonstration about how
important a partner is in order to succeed. Two days after
that whipper myself and Alberto finished the free ascent
of “Black Snake”
Qualido. “Black Snake”
16 pitches
8a - 600 metri

2004, Qualido. I hike slowly with a heavy backpack up
the Val Qualido. The CD player with the AC/DC gives
me the right rhythm for walking. It's days that I try on
the fixed lines this route: after many free ascents I need a
bigger objective, something technically more demanding
a step forward.
I imagined a diagonal connection that cuts in two this
wall with pitches with different characteristics. I took me
three weeks to place all the fixed ropes, clean and try
the route. For the first time, after having fixed the route
with my friends I spend long days alone on the wall,
trying and retrying each pitch. This way to deal with
routes makes me grow in touch with the wall creating a
special relationship: when you are alone, hanging on a
giant wall of granite you feel small, but at the same time
you have the feeling of belonging to something. You talk
to the wall and your senses become more aware; you
pay more attention to the sun when it rises and when it
warms you up and when it sets below the horizon. You

notice the swallows flying around you and you recognize
their nest. Everything amplifies and you feel like you are
becoming wilder.
I can say that this is the first big wall which effort has
been total and has taken me many days. The day of the
free ascent has been only a summary of ten years of free
ascents: I lived solitary moments, moments of friendship
and all the styles of climbing.
Qualido. “Joy Division”
21 pitches
8b - 700 metri

2010. I lay on this comfortable ledge halfway up the wall
still enlightened by the sun. My Ipod playing Pearl Jam
keeps me company. I'm again on a big wall alone looking
for solutions to some passages. I rest a little waiting for the
upper part of “Non sei più della mia banda” to get in the
shade. I placed 450 meters of fixed rope with my partners
to clean this magnificent line which 20 years some friends
had opened. A truly amazing route compared to others I
had climbed. The first route of a long series of overhanging routes, a change in style. In twenty years no one
had ever repeated it and by irony one of the openers was
“Pizza” (Stefano Pizzagalli); it was him who told me that
it was possible to freeclimb the route. I'm thinking about
the journey that this route is offering me – I was looking
for a more solitary experience compared to other free
ascents, so much that I worked the route for seven days in
complete solitude. Then I reflect on what freeclimbing
big walls is becoming: I thought that the bigwall would
have been the future but in reality new generations are
not interested. When I began I was in a hurry to climb
them because I was worried that another climber would
“steal” the first free ascent but now, sitting on this ledge
alone, I realize that I'm not in a hurry anymore because
we are very few playing this game, if any at all. On one
side it saddens me, on the other side this allows me to take
my time to realize my dreams.
The music ended and I started again with my mini-traction on the fixed rope. The overhang of “Brivido Blu” is
in the shade. Halfway up a foot slips and I fall for some
meters before the fixed rope goes tight, everything happening 500 meters above the ground among the great
overhangs. I get scared, but than I laughed. I got back on
the rock and I find the holds to get through this section.
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I end the day after 15 hours of climbing. Maybe this was
the best moment of this free ascent, being there alone on
that huge wall climbing searching for the solution to all
the riddles and then descending by headlamp while the
full moon was rising. I got back on the wall two days later
for a ground up free ascent.
Precipizio degli Asteroidi. “Non sei più nella mia banda”
18 pitches
8a - 700 metri

2011, end of august. I hike slowly with a very heavy
backpack through a valley that cuts your breath by how
steep it is. Spini is not complaining. Mother Nature has
given him a strong set of legs. Below the Camer (the boulder which we have called “Hotel Meridiana”) we prepare
our gear before continuing towards the Manzi bivouac,
from which we wanted to reach the Picco Luigi Amedeo
for an (unhealthy) idea. About that day I remember the
clear sky, extraordinarly blu and a warm and pleasant sun
that warmed me as to make me think that anything was
possible. Behind us, silently a wall. The sun enlightened
it and made it look beautiful with its shapes. Its the Meridiana, the most overhanging wall of Masino. It has been
waiting years for a free attempt.
That day has begun, that wall was calling us, like the mermaids for Ulyssess (completely fooled!). We looked at each
other and said “we can not go to Picco Luigi Amedeo, we
can not retreat from such a match, we have to fight!” the
same day we started up the wall. What I was looking for
was a complete challenge something that contained all
the aspects of the climbing I knew. From bouldering to
slabs, from overhangs to psychological climbing. All of it
taken on a bigwall dimension. I wanted a challenge which
success was uncertain, a route which might not have gone
free, but so special and beautiful that the final result was
not important!
Why? I always believed that in climbing (like other fields)
ideas and visions are far more important than numbers
and results. The evolution of climbing happened thanks
to ideas, styles and ethics and not due to pure performances. I was looking for a personal and general evolution
of the Big wall in the area: the Meridiana was exactly
that for me an important sign of what I was looking for
on big walls. This wall took almost 30 days of work in
4 years, quite some friends have accompanied me and I
succeeded only between july and august 2015. I managed
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to free all the pitches but not a ground up ascent, which
is still to be done. But at least now this route exists on the
Meridiana.
Meridiana del Torrone. “Adventuretime”
16 pitches
8b/c - 550 metri

*

Sometimes I think that I'm too stubborn: why do I have
to free climb everything? On that 30 meters long roof on
the Meridiana I was just completely fed up. I had tried
it more than 20 times. If my game was just to climb,
I would have climbed that section years earlier but my
game was to free climb it. If back then I had pulled on all
the gear, maybe in the meantime I would have had other
experiences and climbed many other walls. Therefore did
I need to climb that 30 meter roof with those damn rules? “It is a vertical obsession at all costs?” they asked me.
Some times when I'm defeated, far away from home and
after so much effort (trails, hikes, moved gear, cleaned,
ecc) I feel so tired that this game feels senseless. But at
the end I do not know, I can not give a a true answer to
myself. Perhaps because the game of trying in free climbing is what I have done most of my life and I see a wall
only in this way: Free!!
The free climbing routes on bigwall have always been
my dream, my fuel and excitement for years of training.
The essence of all this is bigwall free climbing, which
are different from multipitch sport routes or hybrid route.
The bigwalls tackle larger walls, have more complicated
logistics require many days to be climbed and follow lines on walls where there are already some routes (often
aid routes) and you have to adapt to their character, then
you need to find the holds on the whole wall it feels like
a continuous wandering on it! But not like a sport route,
simply in a wilder way! Its a primordial sort of climbing,
slower. The bigwalls are those walls that remain between
adventure and freedom. ■

On the right: along “Non sei più della mia banda” at Precipizio degli Asteroidi
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WANDERING AROUND THE

MONT BLANC
by DAVID BACCI
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■ When the editors of Stile Alpino asked me to write an
article about my ascents in the Monte Blanc range I had
some serious doubts about my skills to fully express in
words the magic of such an incredibile place. Certainly
there are people that lived far more adventures than me
among the granite needles, snow gullys, north and south
faces and impossibile bivies. But as much as I could I
also lived some adventures and by adventures – A word
that has been overused – I mean ascents where the result
is unknown and to reach the objective you have to take
some serious risks. These adventures have profoundly
changed me, I do not know yet in good or bad. But is
does not matter. The memories of these ascents are so
strong in my mind, that it feels like I lived a thousand
days in just twenty. Emotions, not only related to the
majestic enviroment but also the friendship that was
born out of these adventures. For me the Mont Blanc
range is a place where I go to express my need to take
on some challenges bigger than me and to get out of
oppressive rules of this society that pushes man towards
the average rather than excellence, towards safety at all
costs, towards emptiness.
In the mountains I want to live for days in a beautiful natural environment where the rules are set by nature and
where I can feel free. I do not go in the high mountains
every weekend to collect routes. I go when my heart and
soul asks me to go. When the mountains call me I reply
and then nothing and nobody can stop me. When the
decision is taken I get in the car and I go.
In this article I will tell about two mixed routes and two
rock climbs because to fully discover the Mont Blanc range
you have to touch all its elements, Rock, Ice and Snow and
possibly spend the night on the wall. For these reasons I
chose to tell about my time on The north face of Gran
Charmoz (3.445m) by the route “Welzenbach-Merkl” with
Saro Costa. “There Goes the Neighbourhood” (ED+, 5.9
A3 90°+) on Aiguile Sans Nom (3982m) with Saro Costa.
On the other hand the rock routes I chose are on the two
great pillars of the South side of Mont Blanc. The Red Pillar of Brouillard with the route “Direct Gabarrou-Long”
(ED+ 7b 600m to the summit of Mont Blanc 4810m) and
Divine Providence on Gran Pilier D'angle (4223m) (ED+
7c 900m) both with Luca Moroni
The North Face of Gran Charmoz is one of the most
striking and “obvious” faces in the Mont Blanc range. As
soon as you step out of the Montenvers train you see it in
front of you. The story of the first ascent of this mountain
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is stuff legends are made of. In 1931 Willo Welzenbach
and Willi Merkl managed to get to the big snowfield in
the middle of the face when they got hit by a big storm.
They spent four days below a tarp without the possibility
to move waiting for the storm abate in order to continue.
As soon as the storm abated a little they decided to traverse
out of the face in order to reach safety. As soon as they
got back to Montenvers they found Heckmair and Kroner.
The two decided to try a direct line up the face and after
two full days managed the first ascent of the North Face.
Fifty years later Mark Twight freesoloed the face a day after having arrived in Chamonix in 1984 taking a big risk as
he would recall in his book Kiss Or Kill.
Telling each other these stories me and Saro took the car
the 22nd of December at 4 in the morning towards Chamonix. We took the first train to Montenvers and as fast as
possible we headed towards Gran Charmoz. Saro blended

In opening: David on “Divine Providence” at Pilier d'Angle (© arch. D.Bacci).
Below: the “Welzenbach Merkl” route to Grandes Charmoz (© A.Gaddi).
On the right : Saro Costa climbing on Grandes Charmoz, on the left; a detail the upper
part of Aig. Sans Nom (© D.Bacci).

among the chamois jumping on boulders and being at least
half and hour faster than me on the approach.
We found each other in front of perfect ice runnels, but
lots of spindrift. I immediately felt in my element. Saro
took the lead at 9 in the morning and he was immediately
hanging on his etriers! What happened to fast and light?
Luckly he overcame this first obstacle and continued full
speed upwards. The route was obvious and in good conditions but I was still a novice and I did not climb as fast
as I would lhave liked. At 17:00 the sun was already below
the horizon, but we could not find any decent bivy spot,
so we continued in the dark. A couple of hours later we
found a small icy ledge and managed to cut a small ledge
just big enough for the two of us. Tied in and exposed
to continuous spindrift we tried to relax in our sleeping
bags only one pitch below the snowfield. It was the end
of December and we were in the middle of the North
Face of Gran Charmoz, each time the wind picked up we
got covered by spindrift. Despite everything cold did not
bother us and we even drunk a beer in our sleeping bags!
We felt happy and lucky to be in this place. We spend the
night counting shooting stars, I got to 28. The night was

long, but the next morning at first light we started again
our upwards movement. Two really good mixed pitches
took us to the snowfield, the snowfield is steep and it took
quite some effort to climb it. In an hour we reached the
direct exit first climbed by Heckmair and Kroner. Saro
without hesitation started up the pitch, blocks of ice big
as basketballs kept on hitting me, but I tried to stand my
place and encourage Saro, It looked damn hard. At a
certain point when I was more or less sure he was gonna
fall on some marginal piece of protection, I heard him
shouting, “YEAH A PITON!” he found the only piton
on the entire route when we needed it the most! We believed it was Heckmair's. We continued on some more
mixed pitches and reached the summit at 18.00! 12 more
hours had passed and we were only on the summit. We
were happy but we quickly realized that the way down
was terribly long and complex and it was already dark.
We began the descent on the west face. The topo claims
four rappels and a gully to downclimb. It turned out quite
differently. I watched and learned from Saro who managed the 10+ rappels down to the Nantillion glacier. I
feel immensely small, there in the middle of a big glacier,
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alone in the dark and by now quite tired. I breathed the
air of adventure, like many before us now we only had to
get down safely as Chamonix was 2000m below us. We
began the descent and we only had the fickle light of our
headlamps shining our way down. We did not know the
area and the glacier was complex and crevassed. The
glacier steepened and to get over a serac we had to rig
an abalakov. We continued the descent in fresh snow and
untied as soon as we felt safe. We reached the trail that takes to Montenvers well past midnight. We stumbled and
walked as if in tranche following the tracks of the Montenvers Train down to Chamonix. We arrived at the car
at 3 in the morning completely exhausted. My first great
adventure in the Mont Blanc. I was addicted.

Fast forward, quasi 10 mesi dopo.
We are in october 2014 and after the rainy and cold
summer, the north faces of the Mont Blanc Massif are
in exceptional shape. Motivation is at an all time high
and I look for partner for the Gran Jorasses. However
the queues below the Colton Mac discouraged me. Whe-
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re is the adventure in an ascent which success is almost
guaranteed? Luckily the always creative Saro Costa puts
forward the Twight Backes masterpiece “There goes the
neighbourhood” on Aiguille Sans Nom. Obviously I
think it is a great idea and immediately agreed. The next
day we are in Chamonix taking the first train to Montenvers and through a big mist we head towards the Dru
bivouac. The following morning we realized that the first
pitch are not formed! But it does not matter, we climb
the buttress which shares the start of the route “BrownPatey”. We climb some amazing cracks and simul climb
most of the first part of the buttress. Some hard slabby pitches are followed by an amazing pitch through the
“Bouit aux lettres” a slot through two granite slabs. This
final passage took us on a bivy ledge at the top of the
buttress. We settled for the night and enjoyed an amazing
sea of clouds below the Dru and the Aiguille Sans Nom.
The line of There Goes The Neighbourhood seems for-

Below: the Aig. Sans Nom with the route of the way Mark Twight (left); the
unmistakable Petit Dru (right) (© A.Gaddi).

med, but its all a question mark! Twight in his book “Kiss
or Kill” tells about an extremely hard and dangerous route with an A3 pitch where falling is forbidden as a fall
might rip the belay. I'm nervous but we are psyched and
committed. In the Hagakure, the 17th century practical
and spiritual guide for a Samurai – states that a samurai
should take a decision within seven breaths and do all it
takes to fulfil his mission. We had taken our decision. We
began at 2 in the morning and simul climbed the first 70°

steep ice slope to the base of the route. Things began to
go wrong quickly, I realized that the pick of my ice axe
was getting loose, so I tried to tighten the screws with my
teeth. After another 50 meters Saro almost lost one of
his crampons. We were not yet on the hard pitches and
things were already going the wrong way. Excellent. Saro
started off with an unprotected vertical pitch on a thin
crust of nevè.
We realized that Sensei Twight was not joking. We alternated leads on vertical pitches and almost unprotectable pitches. After two hours we reached the A3 pitch.
It looked scary, a thin crack was followed by a traverse
and another thin iced up crack. Saro took over the lead
and placed two micronuts to protect the single piton belay. He climbed another meter in dry tooling and placed
a small but good camalot. He made another two moves
and fell on the cam. Luckly it held, but we both got quite
scared. The next 20 meters to the belay turned into a big
fight and, when he reached the next belay I heared him
shouting. He made it! As I seconded the pitch I realized
how precarious and dangerous the climb was. Hats off to
Twight and Saro. We climbed some more ice pitches and
on the last 40 meter 90° ice pitch we quickly realized we
should have brought more than just 4 ice screws.We got
to the breche of the Aiguille Sans Nom and I made an
anchor behind a solid looking block. The moment I loaded the anchor two cams poped out leaving me on only
one. Luckily it was not a hanging belay. I should have
been much more careful. We continued on the ridge but
instead of reaching the summit of the Aiguille Verte we
decided to descend the Colouir Naia. A 1000 meter long
funnel leading down to the Charpoua Glacier. We waited
a while for it to get in the shade and begin the rappels. Almost at the end of the funnel, fog and darkness forced us
to bivy on the side of the funnel. Night freezed everything
in place. We prepared a small ledge to sit on a brewed
some tea but we had only one cookie each left. What an
incredible place, we spend the night sitting and thinking
and we realized that we did not want to be anywhere else.
Perhaps we were mad. The next morning we rappelled
to the glacier and descended the Mer de Glace towards
Chamonix. Happy and satisfied by this great adventure
we drank 15 beers each.

On the left: on the A3 pitch of “There Goes The Neighbourhood” on the Aiguille Sans
Nom (© D.Bacci).
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The pure lines that can be found on granite have always
fascinated me and the red granite of the Mont Blanc range is the true “ Champagne of Rocks” with its perfect
cracks and striking red color. One of the pillars that most
fascinated me for its beauty and estetic perfection is the
Red Pillar of Brouillard which we observed in 2015 approaching the Central Pillar of Freney. I was awe struck
by its beauty. Therefore the 19th of July 2016 I returned
with Luca Moroni. We decided to climb the seldom repeated Gabarrou-Long (700m 7b Max ED+) and to continue to the summit of Mont Blanc by the long Brouillard
ridge and to descent the “Via del Papa” down to our starting point in Val Veny. The idea to climb and descent
Mont Blanc all by foot by a technical route really got us
motivated. 3000 meters of vertical gain in the wild heart
of this amazing place was all I could ask for, luckly I had
a motivated partner and good weather. Friday night we
bivouacked outside the Monzino hut (I avoid at all cost
to sleep in mountain huts) and early in the morning we
began the approach to the pillar, we crossed the crevassed glacier and after 5 hours we arrived at the the base
of the wall. The pillar is absolutely vertical from bottom
to top and the climbing is sustained. Nonetheless the
line is logical and almost free of bolts. A great ruote by
masters Patrick Gabarrou and Alexis Long. We climbed
all the pitches with a backpack on making the 6b cracks
feel much harder. The amazing landscape and wildness
of the place gave us great joy and energy. At 21.00 and
with the last lights we reached the summit of the pillar
at 4000m. The route is amazing and very challenging
but we made it. We found a nice bivy spot and thought
about Bonatti and Oggioni whom had to sleep twice in
this spot before being able to reach the summit of Mont
Blanc surviving twice bad weather. We enjoyed our life
and a spectacular sunset. The next morning we continued through the Brouillard ridge, which was much harder than expected. A lot of bad rock required all of our
concentration to avoid mistakes. We reached the summit
of Mont Blanc at 14.30 and began the descent towards
the Gonella Hut. The sun had by now warmed the many
snow bridges which we would have to cross. We did not
know the “Normal Italian route” therefore we felt a little
like explorers in an unknown land of glaciers, peaks and
ridges. The route is well crevassed and with some thin
snow bridge but carefully we reached the Gonella hut at
17. Here we had a coke and continued reaching our car
in Val Veny four hours later by now thirsty and tired. I
found the beer I had hidden three days earlier. There is
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nothing better than a cold beer after a long adventure!
What can a man ask more than a great ascent and adventure with a good friend in one of the most wild and
beautiful places in the alps? I felt really lucky.
Two weeks later and still extremely psyched we decided
to go back to our favorite playground, the south side of
Mont Blanc to realize the long standing dream to climb
the amazing Divine Providence on Gran Pilier D'Angle
(Gabarrou Marsigny 900mt EX 7c max 7a obb) and continuing to the summit of Mont Blanc (4810m). Friday the
11th of August me and Luca Moroni took the cable car
to pointe Helbronner and continued towards the Fourche
Hut. Here we slept a couple of hours and at 2:00 we
started the rappels onto the Brenva glacier. Quickly we
traversed the Glacier and reached the Col Moore. The
rappels from the glacier were not easy to find in the dark
and one even got stuck requiring some back climbing. It
took us quite a while to get our feet on the serac exposed
glacier. The seracs of the Mayor loomed menacing above
our heads so we moved quickly to reach the Gran Pilier
D'angle. Luca took the lead, the rock on the first pitches
seemed ok but climbing 6b in altitude with backpack on
was tiring. I led the following pitches which were terrible,
bad rock, vertical and difficult to protect. Luckily we reached the solid rock of the “shield” at 15.00. from here 8
pitches of proper crack climb awaited us, ranging from
7a to 7c. However the wall was now in the shade and a
cold wind was blowing. If we want to have a chance to
freeclimb it we would have to bivy and wait the following
morning. We shared a sleeping bag and rested until the
following morning. At 5.30 am at first light we started
to climb again. We enjoyed the first pitches but when
we were below the 7b and 7c we noticed that they were
thoroughly wet. We could not free climb them and we
continued upwards. At the end of the shield the games
were not over. I even managed to loose a glove, having
to use a spare cotton sock as a glove. Another 400meters
of alpine terrain separated us from the summuit of the
Gran Pilier D'angle. The terrain varies from easy rock
climbing to ice covered gullys. We reach the summit of
the G.P.A. (4232m) at 15.30 and we had still some energy
left. However from here we could see that the game was
not over. A long section of the Peuterey ridge was in front

On the right (above): on the cracks of the Red Pillar of Brouillard (© arch. D.Bacci).
On the right (below): Luca on the ridge at the top of the Grand Pilier d’Angle.
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On the right: David on the crack’s pitch of “Direttissima Gabarrou-Long” at the Red
Pillar of Brouillard (© D.Bacci).
Below: the “Divine Providence” route at the Grand Pilier d'Angle. The pillar, so
named for being "the corner" between the Brenva wall and the Aig. Blanches.
The route, opened by Patrick Gabarrou and François Marsigny from 5 to 8 August
1984, is one of the most beautiful, feared and difficult rock climbing routes of Mont
Blanc. Difficulty up to 7c ( 900 meters).

Below: the “Direttissima” route to the Red Pillar of Brouillard. The route run in the
center of the pillar. It was opened by Patrick Gabarrou and Alexis Long in two days
(28 and 29 July) 1984. Difficulty: up to 7b (600 meters). The solo and winter ascents
of these two masterpieces are linked to two legendary mountaineering. The first
one - Alain Ghersen - in 1993 on “Divine Providence”, the second - Tomo Česen - in
1989 on “Direttissima” at Red Pillar of Brouillard. Even more “curious” and exciting
is to think that within a month the strong Patrick Gabarrou climbed for the first
time to two of the greatest masterpieces of Mont Blanc.
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of us in order to reach the summit of Mont Blanc and
safety. The sun had cooked the snow on the ridge which
had been in the sun since the early morning and we had
to be mighty careful on the knife edge ridge. The ridge is
exposed and steep, the snow gives very little purchase and
no security and each step had to be carefully pondered,
this is took much more time and energy than expected
making us go slow where we should have been fast. The
last steep slope was very tiring, we had drunk only half a
liter of water each and had not stopped a single moment to
rest. We were both starting to feel the tension, altitude and
vertical gain in our legs. Nonetheless the scenery was extremely beautiful and majestic, we could see that a strong
northwest wind was awaiting us at the end of the ridge, a
sign that the weather was changing fast. I tried to cross the
overhanging cornice with one ice axe but I had to climb
backwards and try again with Luca's Ice axe. I got over the
cornice and gave Luca a quick belay. It took us another
hour to get to the summit of Mont Blanc battered by a
brutally cold wind. Tiredness and the cold made me suffer the altitude more than last time and at 20.30 we stood
again on the summit plateau. We snapped some pictures.
We quickly descended to the Vallot hut and at 21.30 pm
we finally brewed some tea and ate some cookies found
among the garbage in the hut. We collapsed in our sleeping bags. The following morning we woke up to a total
whiteout and bad weather. The weather was supposed to
worsen so we began the descent. It was the first time that I
forgot my compass and of course I immediately got angry
with myself. For an hour we followed a fading track which
appeared as the largest one. However Luca fell in a hole
and the rope came tight. It was not easy to avoid holes and
crevasses in a total whiteout! Some time later we realized
that the track was leading us not towards the Gouter route
but again towards the Italian route. What a mistake, it was
now to late to go back so we had to descend the Italian route again. I thought of Yvon Chuinard famous quote “the
adventure begins when things start to go wrong”. Quite
true. Three hours later we reach safely the Gonella hut
where we get a nice welcome. Some hours later we were
are again in Val Veny. When we thought that the adventure was over it had just begun! Thank you Mountains for
another great adventure!

On the left: David along the route “There Goes The Neighbourhood” on the north face
of Grand Charmoz (© arch. D.Bacci).
On the right: - David on 7c pitch of “Divine Providence” at Pilier d'Angle (© arch.
D.Bacci).
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Sersank
THE WARRIORS ARE BACK

MICK FOWLER
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■ Blurghhh!’
It was the middle of the night and Victor awoke with a
start. He knew immediately what was wrong.
‘I’m so sorry……’ he began. But it was too late.
The liquid in our water bottle was most definitely not the
refreshing water that I had expected.
Up until this point I had been snoozing contentedly in
our little tent at 5,200m sucking in as much thin air as
possible ahead of our attempt on the unclimbed north
face of Sersank (c6,050m) in the Pangi Valley area of the
Indian Himalaya.
As I fumbled around to melt water to wash my mouth out
and ignore the unappetising taste of Victor’s urine I noticed that the stars were out. This at least was a positive.
It had been snowing non-stop for several hours but now
an improvement in the weather looked to be on the cards
and that would greatly ease access to our planned climb.
It was the British mountaineer Martin Moran who
prompted our interest in Sersank. He led a trek across the
Sersank La in 2011 and wrote that the north side presented a ‘tremendous north face of linked white spiders.’ Victor and
I knew Martin well enough to read between the lines. We
contacted him confirmed our suspicions and found our
2016 objective.
Vic and I had not climbed together since we did the
Golden Pillar of Spantik in Pakistan in 1987. Over the
intervening 29 years we had a boxing match in a seedy
East London pub and intermittently kept in touch but
essentially we went our separate ways; Victor became a
mountain guide based in Chamonix and I stayed with
my tax office job in England. And then, in 2015, a joint

selection of our memoirs was published in France, a literary award was won and talk of a fresh trip together was
born. And so it ended up that Vic and I, at 66 and 60,
were back together in the mountains - 29 years after our
Spantik experience.
Himalayan trips have changed a lot in 29 years. Back
in the 1980s we freighted gas cartridges, spent hours in
customs sheds, negotiated with porters and generally
did everything ourselves. Now though gas cartridges can
be bought in India, bigger baggage allowances to Delhi mean there is no need to freight kit and a plethora
of in-country agents means that mountaineers can lay
back and let others take the strain. We embraced the new
world. Simplicity is all.
With logistics all arranged through Kaushal, our ever reliable agent in Manali, our first job was a quick drop in
to the Indian Mountaineering Foundation in Delhi. Here
we met Sanju, our Liaison Officer, and were subject to
a mandatory briefing exercise. Mainly this involved officials staring intently at Victor and asking if we had a
satellite phone. (Victor having been arrested and fined for
using one a couple of years ago.) Denials complete an
air conditioned 16 hour Volvo bus ride to the honeymoon town of Manali followed. Here we met Kaushal and
Devraj our cook before boarding a mean vehicle called
a Force Traveller for crossing the Rhotang Pass into the
heart of the Himalaya.
The Rhotang Pass is just under 4,000m and enjoying a
‘snow experience’ on the pass has become outrageously
popular for Indian tourists. Even out of season the traffic queues were memorable. In spring Sanju told us that

On the right: Victor Saunders and Mick
Fowler, with the porter in the middle, in
1987. The year of their spectacular climb
of the Golden Pillar at Spantik. Since
1987 no longer had climbed together up
to now.
In opening: on the north face of Sersank.
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there is now a restriction of 800 taxis per day ferrying
people to the snowline but before this limit was introduced the numbers reached 5,000 – 6,000 per day. Judging
by the congestion with a lot less than 800 we could hardly
imagine what 5,000 – 6,000 per day would look like.
The roadsigns on Indian Himalayan roads never cease to
amuse me. As we zig zagged up the pass we passed signs
urging us to ‘Keep Nerves on Sharp Curves’ and pointing out
that ‘Safety on Road (leads to) Safe Tea at Home.’ On the far
side of the Rhotang the atmosphere changes abruptly. A
sign saying ‘last fuel for 365km’ sums up the new remote
feel. Downstream from here in, the Chenab gorge, the
tarmac runs out and the road deteriorates fast. It took 12
hours or so from Manali before we turned away from the
Chenab river into the Sural valley where, in line with so
many of the valleys hereabouts, the road head has now
been extended to the last village, Sural Butori.
From here mules were hired (and never turned up) porters
were engaged and after a halting two days of slow walk
and negotiation base camp was established in sight of the
Sersank La pass and at an altitude of about 4,400m.
And then, after a day of rest and sorting, two days of getting us and our heavy sacks up the energy sapping screes
to the col and a further day of descending the far side
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and traversing to a high vantage point, Victor and I were
able to lie in the tent staring at the face we had come to
climb and enjoy a robust discussion about differentiating
between our pee bottle and our water bottle.
Our initial plan of accessing the face via a very steep chute was soon dismissed as too exposed to anything falling
down the face. But like minds spied a single safe line accessing the face via a buttress to the left. It would add a
few hundred metres to the climbing and no doubt increase the time we would spend on the climb but the fact
that we both homed in on it was refreshing. Like minded
thinking in the mountains is important and we had both
wondered whether we would still felt the same way after
29 years apart. Our personalities have always been very
different but by the time we were settled into our acclimatisation routine the banter was flowing as freely as it
did in the 80s (albeit with old man subject matter) and
our mountain judgement looked as if it was in tune too.
Already we were agreeing that it was great to be back in
the mountains together.
Photographs gleaned from the internet suggested that the
face can be very dry and dangerous in the summer and it
was a relief to see that it appeared quiet and well frozen
for us. It did though look distressingly steep.

Albeit with some trepidation we
couldn’t wait to get going. First
though we had to re-cross the Sersank La, drop down to base camp,
sort ourselves out, fill our stomachs
and then re-cross the Sersank La to
the foot of the face. I could see that
I was going to be quite weary of the
steep screes of the pass by the time
we had finished.
Four days later we had crossed the
pass for the third time and were at
the base of the buttress. Already
I was being reminded of Victor’s
wiry strength and enviable ability
to plod through deep snow and carry huge loads at great speed. I had
hoped that my fell racing efforts
might have levelled us out in this
respect but that appeared not to be
the case.
The buttress was steep with powdery snow stuck to all but the very
steepest rock. What looked to be
straightforward from a distance
was terribly precarious and painfully slow involving clearing perhaps
15cm of snow, hooking crampon
points over rugosities in the rock
and teetering upwards. It was not
until early on our second day that
the ground changed as we reached
the knife edge crest of the buttress.
The pitch that Victor led to get us
to this point was a heroic performance that left me in no doubt that
years of commercial expeditions
have not dented the Saunders ability.
The way forward now was to traverse the sharp crest
which sported intermittent overhanging walls on either
side. It wasn’t the kind of ground that led itself to abseiling and if we should fail higher on the face it was clear
that our descent would involve reversing these pitches followed by climbing back over the Sersank La. I very much
hoped we were good enough to get up.
‘My stomach is not feeling too good’
It was at the end of our second day on the face that this
problem first became apparent. By the end of day 3, as

we were being buffeted by spindrift in our precariously
positioned tent, it was clear that it had worsened.
‘Got to get out’ came urgently from the far end.
Being of slight build and with minimal blubber Victor
likes to wear a lot of clothes both in his sleeping bag
and whilst climbing. We were testing various items of
Berghaus clothing and Victor was wearing them all together. This meant that he was wearing five layers and a
harness. Sadly there was not enough time
‘Agh! Agh! Agh! Oh no! Oh no!’ came from above my
head as he scrabbled for the door.
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A full assessment revealed that Vic’s favourite Calvin
Klein pants had taken the brunt of the force.
‘What shall I do?’ he asked no-one in particular. What
with all the other layers, his harness and the need to be
tied on at all times, simply taking them off was not easily
possible.
‘Cut them off ’ I announced unhelpfully being keen to
both stem the flow of spindrift into the tent and generally
see a quick resolution to the odorous problem that was
playing out above my head.
‘Great idea’ said Vic producing an Opinel knife of the
kind that I thought were only used for peeling vegetables.
For the rest of the night we lay with our own thoughts.
The accumulation of spindrift was pushing the tent off
the ledge but Vic’s predicament was a more serious problem for us both. Four days out from base camp and three
days into the face it was not the best position to have this
kind of difficulty.
Come the morning there was no improvement but Victor
was irrepressibly positive.
‘Looks brilliant ahead’ he enthused – ‘but can you lead
the first pitch while I get myself sorted out’.
One of the great things about Himalayan north faces is
that the temperature is always below freezing. The accident of the previous night was well frozen but ropes
in particular had suffered and I did not envy Vic as he
fought to feed them through his belay plate.
He was right that the climbing was becoming brilliant.
The conditions on this upper part of the face were much
better than lower down. It felt as if every pitch looked
uncertain to begin with but turned out to be just about
within our limits. The ice was a bit soft which meant our
ice screws were less secure than we would have liked but
progress was slow and steady. On this difficult ground it
was interesting to note that I readily recognized Victor’s
distinctive way of moving from 29 years before. He too
commented that he instantly recalled my habit of resting
my head against the slope when tired.
A fantastic day ended with us at a little snow crest where
we were able to cut two small ledges, one above the other.
Victor was still not feeling well.
‘I think perhaps it is the dehydrated food’ he announced
leaving most of his portion.
This was unfortunate as, aside from boiled sweets, we
didn’t have anything else. It also struck me that Victor
had told me that his usual weight is 59Kg (compared to
my 70Kg) and our pre climb blubber comparison had
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suggested that I had more reserves. As I boosted my calorific intake by polishing off his food I couldn’t help but
comment that even Victor wouldn’t be able to run on
empty forever. The man himself though appeared not to
be concerned.
‘Not a problem. Perhaps it’s just the evening meals and
the porridge for breakfast will stay down.’
Whatever the situation it was becoming increasingly clear
that finishing the climb and descending the far side would
be considerably easier than retreating down the face and
re-crossing the Sersank La.
The porridge only partially stayed down and day 5 on the
face proved both challenging and memorably fine. By the
time we had solved the difficulties of the headwall and
had the cornice in sight the Saunders body was surging
forward. Where he found the energy from I do not know.
Not once did he complain about a situation that would
have ended the climb for lesser beings. At the age of 66
he is a truly remarkable man.
The cornice provided an acrobatic finale before, at 18.30
on our fifth day, we flopped out to a new panorama and
the relatively amenable slopes of the south west side of
the mountain.
Hopes of being able to pitch the tent were quashed by
hard ice just 20cm down but a clear and cold night on
nose to tail ledges saw us through to a perfect dawn and
a lazy start. Unknown to us Sanju and Devraj had their
binoculars trained on us and wondered why we were starting so late. In fact though there was no need to rush;
ahead was just the 150m summit pyramid and what we
hoped would be a leisurely descent.
The summit pyramid itself had not been climbed. In
2008 a team of Japanese climbers and high altitude porters had reached it’s foot via the glacier systems to the
south west but they did not proceed further as local people had apparently asked them to leave the summit untouched. Knowing this beforehand we had quizzed locals
at Sural Batori who assured us that they had no objection
to us climbing to the highest point.
From the side we approached the pyramid it was not particularly difficult and by 12.30 on our seventh day out
from base camp we stood on the top and built a little cairn to mark our passing. The panorama of the Kishtwar,
Pangi valley and Lahaul peaks was inspirational. Every
time I stand on a summit in this area I seem to see exciting new objectives. It was a first for Victor in this area
and he was like a playful puppy faced with an array of
new chews.

It was left just to descend the glacier systems of the south
west side. Martin Moran had suggested the descent might
prove easy. Let’s just say on that front he was wrong. After a day and a half of complex glacier travel, including
several forced abseils through icefalls, we eventually escaped onto rocky ground and descended to a welcome tea
meeting with Sanju and Devraj.
Three days later our porters had ferried our kit down
to Sural Batori and we were ensconced in a local house
watching satellite television. It seemed somehow fitting
that Bear Grylls was on eating a variety of insects and
drinking his own urine.
‘Appears to be more refreshing than mine’ concluded
Victor as Bear licked his lips enthusiastically.
All we have to do now is agree a follow up re-union climb.
There’s a lot to be said for them. ■

below and in the previous pages: mixed climbing on the face
north of Sersank.
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CASSIN - X-DREAM ALPINE
ALPINISMO, GHIACCIO

TAMI
IMBRAGO D’ARRAMPICATA

SURGE JACKET
ALPINISMO

• Lama Ice montata di serie, impugnatura dotata di puntale e terzo
appoggio X-Trigger Fast regolabile
senza attrezzi
• Ultraleggera ed estremamente bilanciata: l’attrezzo di riferimento per
l’alpinismo tecnico, le salite su grandi
pareti nord e goulottes e le cascate di
ghiaccio
• Impugnatura ergonomica brevettata a inclinazione variabile, in materiale ultraresistente anche alle più
basse temperature
• Lama Mixte opzionale per un’eccezionale polivalenza
• Completamente modulabile grazie
ai numerosi accessori
• 2 inserti intercambiabili (X-Finger
Small e X-Finger Large inclusi) per la
regolazione micrometrica dell’impugnatura a livello del dito indice
• Inserto X-Rest incluso per ridurre
di 5 mm la lunghezza dell’impugnatura
• Nastro X-Grip 2 incluso
• Peso 630 g

Per alta quota, spedizioni, sci-alpinismo e alpinismo, sviluppata in collaborazione con Tamara Lunger.
Estremamente compatta e leggera
(solo 185 g!), presenta diverse caratteristiche innovative:
• Costruita con un leggero e resistente tessuto in rete traspirante,
che conferisce un ottimale comfort
d’uso;
• costruzione che permette di indossarla e toglierla facilmente anche con
i ramponi o gli sci ai piedi;
• Cosciali apribili e provvisti del sistema “Rel-Easy“, che permette di
sganciarli rapidamente anche con i
guanti;
• Fettuccia equipaggiata con rinforzo
anti-abrasione, nella zona di contatto
con l’anello di servizio sganciabile;
• Dotata di fibbia di chiusura in alluminio, due porta-materiali e due sedi
per l’inserimento del moschettone
porta-materiale TRUCK (per viti da
ghiaccio, ancoraggi da neve etc.). Le
sedi sono posizionate in basso per
non impacciare i movimenti con lo
zaino;
• Taglie XS-M e L-XL.

• Nuova membrana (30 Denier) in
GORE-TEX® C-KNIT™
• Progettato per i seri appassionati di alpinismo, Surge Jacket offre
le migliori prestazioni e il massimo
comfort richiesti da tutti gli ambienti
di montagna. Leggero, comprimibile e altamente traspirante grazie al
suo tessuto impermeabile a 3 strati
GORE-TEX®, di questa giacca potete
fare affidamento con qualsiasi condizione meteo.
• Completamente accessoriata per
una lunga permanenza in montagna,
cappuccio completamente regolabile,
zip resistenti all’acqua YKK AquaGuard®, tasche di ampio volume.
• La combinazione tra la leggerezza, l’alta traspirabilità dei 3 strati in
GORE-TEX® con la nuova membrana
GORE® C-KNIT™ offre eccezionali livelli di gestione dell’umidità e amplifica eccezionalmente il comfort. Surge
Jacket è la compagna che garantisce
il massimo delle prestazione in tutte
le stagioni.
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ALPINISMO

PANTERA SOFT V
ARRAMPICATA

RAMPONE G20
ICE CLIMBING

La migliore scelta per alpinismo e via
ferrata.
• Tomaia in Microfibra e Cordura con
inserti in Superfabric® per maggiore
protezione.
• Trattamento Hydrobloc® per maggiore idrorepellenza.
• Fodera GORE-TEX Performance
Comfort per assicurare impermeabilità e traspirabilità.
• Calzata confortevole e design compatto per supportare l’utilizzatore
durante la performance.
• Suola Vibram® Mulaz EVO con uno
specifico disegno di tappi studiato per
assicurare ottima trazione e supporto su terreni rocciosi.
• Fascione protettivo in gomma per
protezione aggiuntiva da graffi e lacerazioni.
• Compatibile con ramponi SEMIAUTOMATICI.

• Prodotto che unisce design, comfort
e sopratutto precisione e sensibilità.
• Pantera Soft V è la scarpetta per
chi vuol superare i propri limiti in
situazioni indoor, boulder e vie con
grandi strapiombi.
• La nostra filosofia di base rimane la
stessa della famiglia Pantera: costruzione con WildMicroFiber, microfibra
bi-elastica (100% made in Italy), non
avrete più male ai piedi e percepirete
la migliore sensazione in precisione.
• Pantera Soft V è il connubio perfetto
per gli arrampicatori evoluti e gli atleti
che richiedono precisione e massima
sensibilità in ogni situazione.
• Pantera Soft destra è ROSSA e Pantera Soft sinistra è GIALLA.

• G20 è l’evoluzione della moderna
tecnica di arrampicata su ghiaccio
che prevede movimenti più fluidi, eleganti e veloci; vi è dunque la necessità di avere ramponi che rendano tutto
questo possibile: dei ramponi tecnici
e allo stesso tempo super-leggeri.
G20 è un rampone tecnico al 100%,
efficace ed efficiente, ma soprattutto
il più leggero al mondo: 874 grammi il
paio! La nuova tecnologia MONO-RAIL
(certificata) distribuisce le 12 punte
in modo intelligente ed originale.
•Il rampone tecnico più leggero al
mondo: 874 grammi il paio
•Tecnologia mono-rail certificata
•Posizione delle punte ergonomica
ed efficiente
•Gamma di taglie: 37 > 48
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MEZZALAMA ALPHA PTC JACKET
ALPINISMO, GHIACCIO

NUOVI FRIENDS
ALPINISMO, ARRAMPICATA

La partnership di DYNAFIT con il
Trofeo Mezzalama continuerà fino al
2019, collaborazione che ha portato
alla nascita di una capsule collection
intitolata alla competizione.
• La Mezzalama Alpha PTC Jkt è pensata come completo tecnico isolante
dedicato agli agonisti e al training in
montagna. Ha un’imbottitura da 100
grammi in Polartec® Alpha Insulation,
con un peso di soli 323 grammi. Oltre
a garantire l’isolamento, il materiale
esterno della giacca è antivento e idrorepellente, per una protezione assicurata dalle intemperie.
• Il Polartec® Alpha ha inoltre tempi
di asciugatura estremamente veloci
ed è altamente comprimibile. Il taglio
atletico, un’apertura per il pollice e
l’ingombro minimo sono altri criteri
vincenti di questo completo. Il miglior
prodotto isolante che si possa avere
nello zaino insomma.

I Friends sono la tipologia di protezione più rappresentativa e iconica di
Wild Country, che li ha inventati 38
anni fa. La caratteristica distintiva
di questi friends è l’angolo di camma
di 13.75 gradi, sviluppato, definito e
affinato da Wild Country, e testato
su migliaia di fessure. Numerosi i
particolari significativi: gli assi cavi
(Patent Pending) sono più rigidi per
un peso inferiore; i lobi, più larghi e
leggeri, sono ancora più adattabili e
stabili sulla roccia; il nuovo dyneema
di 12mm è più pratico e facilmente estendibile, facendo risparmiare
tempo e il peso di dover utilizzare un
rinvio su ciascuno. Tutto questo fa
dei nuovi Friends gli unici a doppio
asse che combinano la praticità della
costruzione ad anello per la manovra
di apertura e chiusura col pollice, con
la velocità e facilità di utilizzo di una
fettuccia estensibile. Robusti e sicuri,
questi Friends abbinano le caratteristiche classiche a delle novità significative, creando un particolare mix
tra vecchio e nuovo, cosa che rende
questi nuovi modelli i più completi in
circolazione.
• Misure 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3 e 4.
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EXPLORER
ALTA MONTAGNA
ALTA TECNOLOGIA
Le condizioni estreme tipiche dell’alta montagna evidenziano le straordinarie potenzialità di questi occhiali,
sviluppati in collaborazione con l’ENSA di Chamonix.
• La gamma Explorer incarna il rinnovamento degli occhiali da ghiacciaio: lenti ad alta protezione, copertura
atta ad impedire il passaggio delle
radiazioni e flusso di aerazione antiappannante.
• Disponibili con lenti Cameleon, fotocromatiche, antiappannanti e polarizzate per una visibilità perfetta in
montagna.
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Vertebrate Publishing
We present on this issue the English house of publishing, directed by John Coefield. A house
of publishing that in recent years has distinguished itself for a rich catalogue of mountaineer and adventure’s books, much to win a wide range of national and international literary
awards as the Boardman Tasker Award and the Banff Mountain Book Festival. Some of these
books are translated (or are in the course of translation) in various countries of the world.
Below we show an interesting a short list of books that are probably the best for montaineering audience of Stile Alpino Magazine.

The Mark Vallance’s autobiography. He is the
founder of Wild Country
and first creator of the
“cams”.

the book deals great climbings, the Simon’s accident and the bond between every mountaineer and
the extreme mountain.

In the short list of the
Boardman Tasker Award

Winner of Banff Mountain
Festival Award 2016.

The Doug Scoot’s
biography. It is the first of
two books provided about
the life of this famous
English mountaineer.

In this book Andy
Kirkpatrick plays the
role of the rock climbing
master, with a complete
manual on rock climbing,
and the big wall.

Winner of Kekoo Naoroji
Award.

Winner of Banff Mountain
Festival Award 2016 sezione Guide

The extraordinary Alex MacIntyre’s biography written
by John Porter, and an
immersion in the great British mountaineering in the
years ‘80 and ‘90.
Winner of the Banff
Mountain Festival Award
2015.

The photographic
autobiography of the
most known British
mountaineer of all time:
Chris Bonington.
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# ORION
Casco ultra-leggero e confortevole,
realizzato con tecnologia In-Mould.
Sviluppato per alpinismo, arrampicata su ghiaccio e vie ferrate. Calotta avvolgente e ben ventilata. 4 colori disponibili. Due taglie: 50÷56 /
57÷62 cm. 230 g
MADE IN EUROPE

# WALL
Imbracatura versatile e leggera, sviluppata per arrampicata, alpinismo
e arrampicata su ghiaccio. Interni in
mesh3D che assicura un’ottima traspirabilità e una rapida asciugatura.
Disponibile in tre taglie regolabili.
355 g (taglia M-L).
MADE IN EUROPE

Scopri tutti i
nostri prodotti
per alpinismo e
arrampicata >>
E. Bonino, G. Venturelli - Monte Bianco ! P. Sartori

L I G H T W E I G H T
WITHOUT COMPROMISE

L A NOSTRA MISSIONE
Montane lavora per fornirvi i materiali più innovativi,
l’abbigliamento più leggero e le migliori attrezzature per
affrontare gli ambienti più estremi
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Montane athlete Jon Gupta, Ecandies, France
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